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AliRACT.

LEARNING AND EARNINGS: THE LOOSE CONNECTION
. .

Final Report: National Institute of Lducation Research Grant

#N1E-G-76-0006

This research project set out to provide information to young people

facing entry into full-time employment on which occupations opeh to them
1

would provide them'With the most valuable-experience. Value was defined in

terms of later earnings. It was assumed, following human capital/theory,

that what a person learns at work, Like what a person.learns in scho91,

may increase marginal productivity. This project proposed to measure the

value of on-the-job learning in terms of tutUre income and identity sequences

of osvpations which would maximize the, value of the young person's experi-

elice. Instead, this project found that the, premise is not correct. Indi-ea,

vidual differences in on-the-job learning do not, on the average, result in

differences in earnings. Work experience, measured as the length of time
P

a person has worked, has'a substantial positive impact on a person's earnings

but it does not come'from individual differences in job7acquired skills.

The starting point of the project was to investigate the relationship

. 'between in-school learning and earnings. This relationship would have to be

controlled for in the examination of ofl-the-job learning and earnings.

There is a large literature on thi's topic, but in most of the studies of the

impact of education on earnings, education is measured rather crudely, by

simply the number of years of schooling a person has completed. Use of this
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iiidlcatur assumes that people learn. the Same things at the same rate, In

inaccurate assumption. Chapter 2 tests the ei4eCL ut other indicators of

learning in school on earnings' and occupational, prestige, and finds that the

measurement of education by its duration explains most_ ut the impact of

education on,occupdtiunal achfevement. Only a person's major field in high

school or college has any noLicedb(L, impact on occupational achievement

independently of highest grade complLLLd, and these effects are rather small.

It appears that it is primarily the lengthot time one has spent in school,

and secondarily one's major tield, ellat impacts un one's earnings, not what
0

one actually learned or did not learn, apart from the average of people

staying, in school for a given length of time'and taking certain subjects.

NIomake an analogy to canned goods whose quality varies from-can to can:

it's the label, nor,. the contents, that_dffects-the price. Chapter 3 inves-

tigates whether the choice of a person's skijor field in college can account

for the gap between tie earning:3,6f college educated women-and men. It,

cannot.

Chapter 4 introduces a technique tor measuring work experienik in a

longitudinal survey, that is, one which re-'intermdews the same people over

and owt-,'but whi-61 do'es not find out their Work histories from them. The

technique involves interpolating what they dO between th#,t times-they are

ihterviewed from what they are doing at the.time of the interview. Thus,

if working at both consecutive interviewsthey are credited wits working'

'

the whole interval; if. working at oae 'interview but not'the pther,. with

working one-half the interval; it working at neithet interview, iith no'

ETA

time spent working. 1ft On'e can rejonstri_t a person's whose work histdry,this.

way, but with error. Chapter,4 discusses how to handle this error. ..-

z,,!"
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Chapter 5 applies the technique of inferring work expeoPience to finding

out what impact It.has on earnings. Chapter 5 finds that while work experi-

ence has a positive ylpace on eirnings that it one subdivides a perion's

total work experience into the lengths of time a person has spent working

at ditterent levels of task complexity with people, data, and things, a

measure of,what a person is learning on-the-job, one finds that work experi-

ence at a high level 02 task complexity has about the same effect on wages

as work experience at any other level, i.e., what one learns. or does not

learn has little or no impact on later .JF.1,ges. Radler, it must be some

.other mechanism, perhaps seniority kprovisions_In contracts or intormal

seniority preference, or the ability of more expeW.enced people to pick

the betterpaid"jobs which accounts for why work exper once is related

to higher earnings. Learning may yet have something r do with.earnings.

But it is the average learbin'g of people with a cer ain level of experience
s

not individual-variations,l/hich is recognize person's pay. Employers

may recognize that a person with a given amount experience is likely to

have a.given level of skill. It is as if th skill level were invisible

but the amount of experience is visible. with the connection between

education and earnings, the connection between on-the-fob learningand

earnings is rather loose. Chapter 5 raises the 'question whether work

experience accounts for the gape between the wages of young women and young

./men. Returns to the work experience of young women is somewhat discounted

relative to that of young men but not enough to account for the gap between

. thc-Jr wages. Rather it'is the tendency of young men tó receive higher

wages asthey age and young women not lo that accounts for all the wage

gap totween the 'two.
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CHAPTER 1:

INTRODUCTION

A

This paper .reports research doETT'Nfor the National Institute of Educe-

tion.(NIE) und-gx grant #NIE-C-78-0006. The project's original and, official

.
title is, The Pmpact of OcCupational Experience in Occupational Sequence's.

Analysis and Simulation." he-projext'intenaed to.do the necessary'substan-.

tive and methodolgical work to mare possible a proto-type computer simulation

of young geople's entry into the U.S. labor force which could be useful in

advistftg young people on optimarsKategies in choosing their initial jabs.

'his project is a response to NIE's request for research into the area

Olt learning for a Career, not just for a single job. The research was called

for because' it was recognized by NIF that traditional vocational counseling:
.

has tended to advise students bp the skill's necessary fqr a gingle.job, not

the sequence of jobs which most ,people, holOin their rworking lifetimes. The

problem was how to advise young people for a sequence of jobs instead of a
.

single one. An initial resprnse to the question might'beto/try to find

out what occupational sequences there are, but this taSlc-beeomes increasingly

difficult as one deals With finer and more specific job names, i.e., the

-more information one has the harder it is to proceed, an absurd predicament.

Instead this project proposed.de'scribing jobs by their location on three

, .dimensions: the maximum complexity with which a personsin a job has to

work,with people, data, an&things. These scales have been devisedrby the

U.S: Department of Labor for thed2ictionary of OccuparTbnal Titles. Once

a job is designated by three scale scores'and a wage rate instead of just
.

4
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common among economists and sociologists, that the U.S. labor market responds

O

f \

a name, it is possible' to apply a powe'rful tool of statistical inference,

2

regression analysis, which is not applicable if one thinks of careers as
.7

sequences of job titles. This project was mad possible by this reconcep-
.

tualization of what it meanS,to have a job.

This research proposed to .find out whether what people learn by working

early on in their careers acts like formal educationto prepare them for

better jobs later. If some kinds of work experience early in the career

have a payoff later in th career, then this information ought to be used by

guidance counselors to advise young people on their optimal strategy for
.

entering 'the labor force. The reconceptualation of working as scores on

the people, data, things scales and a wage rate permits viewing the'relation-

between learning and earnings and learning and occupational mobility

as on-going. Heretofore, the typical mod4,1s relating learning to earnings

and qccupational mobility conceptualized-the relationship as occurring once,

;len the person left full-time schooling for full-time work. This project

proposed to estimate the parameters of .this on-going relationship and use

-/^.1
them ina computer simulation of a young person's career, in whichthe

implications of various job choices,.Among likely alternatives, could be

, A
examined, tas well as the impact of.discrimination and vartOus scenarios fon

athe abolition Of discrimination. The project made the assumption, quite
ti

to. individual variations' in a person's knowledge,and skills. In fact, the

whole point of the simulation was to advise young people to pick

not just the highest Pay rate available to them but the mix of pay and
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. .

valuable Opportunities 'or on-the-job learning Mlich would maximize their

lifetime earnings. This project has found that tle6 assumptio ridit

valid. Consequently, the simulation, phase of the project has been abandoned.

.

_In'a sense, it is a shame that the U.S.,labor market does not work 'he

was-way, it WdS assumed to work.
--)

It is part of our national mythology that
.

.
a ' ),

.

individual' rearning,is recognized and rewarded. -The fact. that it is not
. . ,

. ,
.

'and that fnilvidual knowledge ana, skin differences aprt from 'the average
.

,

of .those with the same level oreducation sand length of ekperience are pop
.

'recognized, is a very important fact that future policy and research haVe

to come to grips with.

This'report is organized in the following-way. The,essential research

v.question faced at the, beginning of the project are presented. Answering

them and explaihing how methodological problems were overcome by ,the inven-
4 o

tion of new techniques is the b6dy of this report.

r '

Essential Questions
se

This project proposed to analyze how what a young person learns by
4

working results in occapationgl mobility and higher pay later in his or her

-career. To accomplish this objective one heeds to be able to iheasure what

people learn by working, not an immediately or obviously feasible goal at

\the beginning of the project, since the primary measure in use then Isias

Amply the length of time a person has worked udder the assumption that

people who have worked 'longer know more. This measure 'Is not particularlj,

informgtive. However, when one looks carefully at the othJ principal

Wffstie of learning used by sociologists and economists, the measurement of
.r' .

°.

I-

7
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.
, ,.' ---- .

.

.what a person 'has, learned in formal,education,by the number of.years of''

schooling the person has completed, one sees that bdth these ffeldshave
.

,

. .-
,

1----...- .

C
learn from their experience either in 'school or on the job. The first essential

- . 14%

been relatively uncOncerned with the careful ekamination of whtt'people

, , .\
00, research question that this projec'has to addres.siS whether the measure=

.
, , 1 4. IN

4 'went of learning in,school by the length,of the school experience, i.e., the
.

flumber of years of formal'Sdhooling, is adequate. This project soughtlito
. ,..

.
.

f.nd out 4t_the labor market responds to individual variation in ,what people
. -

,.

knol because of their work experience. However, in order to isolate this

effect One has to find out Whether, controlling for the number of ydars,of school-.

sing a person has ,completed is,,an adequate control for education, i.e., that '

-one has isolated'learning on the,Joh. from what the person has learned'in .
3 ..,A....

school. Thus, before one can .investigate what effect on-he-job learning i

has on later occupational,mobility,and wages, one has t6 find out whether

years of schdol completed is an'adequate measure of, learning. in.formal

:-
education. Chapters 2 and 3 answer this question.,

4

How does one go about measuring on-the-job learning? While the length

of-rime a person has wprked, usually measured,in'years, i; the Conventional

-indicator, it is possible, however', with, the National Louitudinal Surveys

-,

of the Labor Market Experience of Young PeoRle,.N.L.S...(cf.Cehter'for Human

. Resource Research, .976), to determine .hOw;long young women and-men have
.

Worked in particularmaximum levels of complexity wits three,aspects of

task performance, work. with People, data, and'things.,: Thus, it is possible

to divide up a yOung person's total length of time worki ng into the Lengthji..:

4
0

333 11

I
4.

4
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of time he or she has worked :at different levels of complexition each task

dimension. This approach is an extension of the traditional indicator,

total length of tine worked, and its assumption that onrthejoh learning is
'

1=14

proporttoogffnal to thWengtlf time a person has spedt working. Only in this

. ,

instance, one can distinguish between work environments in aich there is
1,7

relatively Attie and relatively more to learn about woikingMth people,

data, and things. The N.L.S. surveys use the 1960 Cen-`ssus OccUpational code

which makes it possible to estimate the average people, data', things score$

of each occupation a person is identified as working in since 'died is a

Current, Population Survey of.the same population in which occupations are

doublecoded, once in the 1960'Census code. once in ale DittiOnary of Occupa

tional Titles code,for which there is a unique ,people, data, things scale

score. This methodological innovation which makes this project feasible ---7

is,described,in chapters 4 and 5. The second essential research question

is how onthejob learning, measured as the'lengths of time young people,_

have worked at different levels of complexity with people, data, and things,/,

affects later levels of complexity in working,with people, data, and things,

and wages. Chapter 5 deals with this question. Special attention is paid

to the question of how the labor market works differently for young women

than it doessfor young men. Gender has a very large imPact.on labor market e

experience, especially earnings, larger 'than color. Chaptfts 3 and 5 examine .

the issue of gender differential effects.
f

i:3
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ABSTRACT'OF. CHAPTER TWO

Many sociological and economic studies assume that the variable,

1Higheft Grade Completed in School, is by itselfan adequate measure of

people's education for the purpose of explaining their occupational achieve
.

ment. Use of Highest Grade Completed as the sole measure of education has

at least two major shortcomings. It assumes people have 1) learned the same

amo.untiof 2) the same thing in an academic year. Supplementary education,'

indicatori are identified and tested to see if they have a'substantial

'impact on occupational prestige or earnings. Backgreund\social statuses

and Highest Grade Completed are controlled for in this test. Only measures

of subject matter studied in high school or college have a statistically

significant relationship with occupational achievement net of Highest Grade

A ,
Completed and social background variables. Highest Grade Completed is quite

adequate in measuring the impact of education on occupational achievement
yr

,without help from the measures of subject matter studied.

I \
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INTRODUCTION

In economics, Human Capital Theory provides an,explanation for why

people with more education'earn more money than people with less education

(Becker, 1964; Mincer, 1974). The explanation is an applicatidn of marginal

productivity theory, under t umptions* that education and intellectual

ability stand in a causal elationship to higher marginal productivity. In

sociology, education is used as an explanation of the prestige level of.a

person's occupation as well as level of earnings. It has been observed

that many sociological models of occupational prestige and earnings, par-

ticularly those in the "status attainment" tradition, pave little the-

oretical underpinning (Coser, 1975; adTawoy, 1977). It is apparent though,

considering the ease with which Human Capital Theory'is in the

status attainment literature (cf Stolzenberg, 195),that most, sociologists

have assumed the truth of the marginal productivity explanailon of the

'relationship between education and earnings. Such an assumption is not

remarkable. Indeed, the notion that eaation raises productivity, thereby

qualifying.peopler higher paying jobs, and incidentally, providing a

legitimate basis for wage differentials, is virtually a cornerstone of

American civic culture (Jencks 1972).,

This chapter re-examines the-relationship between education indicators

and occupational achievement, a 'Angle expression for the prestige of a

person's occupation and earnings. Quite a bit of re earch has explained
. 1

occupational achievement in terms.of one indicator f ed4ation, Highest

Grade Completed in School, or the similar, measure, Number of Years of
j

Schooling (cf inter alia, Becker and'Chiswfalti 1966; Blau and Duncan, 1967;

.1
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Haley,.1974; Featherman and Hawser, 1976). Such a measure of education is

widely recogn }ed as incomplete (Griffin and Alexander, 1978), but it is

not obvious what,other indicatots of education are needed to supplement

Highest Grade Completed in School as a measure of education.

This chapter uses simple models of the process of education and its

impact on occupational achievement to identify supplementary indicatorspf

educdtion which are collected in large surveys of the labor force. The

ta0. 6e thi1s chapter is to test whether any of these supplementary indicators'

of education explains some part of occupational achievement not explained

Lhe traditional measure of education, Highest Grade Completed. This

task is methodological. We are examining the ade.toacy,,,of Highest Grade

Completed as an indicator of, education in the e4pLanation of the impact'of

education on occupational4chievement. In test -whether any of the sup

plementary indicators of education have some iMpact on occupational achieve-

- ment net of Highest Grade Completed, we control for background social vari

ables. We control, for these variables since they might account for some of

the zero order relationship, if any, between a supplementary education.in

dicator and occupational achievement. We are, of course, looking for the im.

pact of the supplementary education indicator per se on occupational achieve

ment so it is appropriate to.make these controls. Figure 1 illustrates

the relationships which are of interest to this investigation. They are

the relationships between the supplementary indicators of-education, repre

dented by dotted lines, and occupational achievement.

(Figure 1 about here)

,1il



Highest Grade Completed in School

Most survey research on occupational achieiiement has adopted the usage

of the U.S. Bureau of the Celsus in measuring education. The U.S. Bureau

of the Cens'hs introduced a question on highest grade completed in the'1940

Census,. "Grade" refers to an academic year (Shryock and Siegel, 1973:

328, 329). This measure is often referred to as "number of years of school
. 4

9

ing,"and as such can be extended to measure education at stages where the

conceptof "grade level" has no widely recognized meaning, i.e., graduate

education beyond the master's degree or professional degtee. 'Highest Grade

Completed or Number of Years of Schooling are both measures of education

by its cumulative duration. Highet Grade Completed has the virtue of being

relatively objective and fairly easily recalled. As Duncan (1969:104) points

out, such a treasure may be Correlated with other aspects of education-, such

as its quality. Since most educational institutions have. some minimum' sdan

dards for.promotion, Highest Grade Completed is partially a'measure of in

tellectua achievement.' It is also correlated with intellectual ability
riPjj tn

(Griliches and Mason, 1972). As a variable, Highest Grade Completed

amenable to tabular analysis and regression procedures. It reduces a pbten

r4 ally complex multidimensional concept to a simple interval Scale.
ti

There-is probably more to education's effect,on a person than the

lengttv of time spent in an-institution. Two problems with4lighest Grade

....

Completed as the sole measure of k ucation are particularly acute. First,

its use ignores the fact that different people learn different things in

school. Since courses of study are more individualizedand diverse (i.e.,

,more electives, more tracks, more degree programs), the farther one is along

in one's education, the poorer the assumption of the uniformity of what is
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learned. Secondly, the use of Highest Grade Completed as the sole measure

of education assumes that everyone who Completes a grade has learned the game

amount of what is available to be learned. Ranges and variances in sten

dardized'achievement testing,; as well as. the distribution of letter graides,

belie this assumption. There is, therefore, reason to measure the effect

of other indicators of education on occupational achievement.

Models of EdScation and Its Impact on Occ0Pational Achievement

Information on education besides the highest grade a person completed

in school is collected in surveys. Often; however, such surveys are of a

rather specialized population. The National Longitudinal Surveys of Labor

Market Experience (N.L.S.)'do not have this problem. They are surveys of, *

large probability samples of birth cohorts of the U.S.,population. This chapter

takes the surveys of the two younger birth cohorts, men and women, aged 14

to 24 in 1966; and examines whether the supplementary education n i t

can explain occupational achievement beyond what Highest Grade Completed

can explain. Naturally, this test is made net of the effect of a block of

background variables and individual attributes which might explain both the

nature of a person's educational attainment and his or her occupational

athievemerit.

We conceptualize the impact of education -on occupational achievement

to be a function of 1) what a person learns in school, and 2) the certifica

tion of that learning in the form of diplomas, degrees, certificates,, and

transcripts. It may be that the occupational achievement of young people-

- once they leave school and 'go to work full time is largely *deterMined by the

nakiber, of years of schooling they have, completed and the degrees they have

r\
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An' hand, rather than by the knOwledge they have acquired. Such a-situation

might be the case, if the gatekeepers to thelaboraforce have no way of
VP

ferreting out an individual's knowledge, assuming that it has some relevance

to marginal productivity. Young people coming out of school may be'like

canned goods, i.e., their contents are unknown and to beguessed at only

from their labels -- the transcript's and diplomas which are awarded for N'staying in an Institution for a'-given length of time. If this view of the

relationship between education and occupational achievement is correct,

then. Highest Grade Completed might be as adequate a measure of-education
'

as will have relevance for explaining occupational achievement. However,

the possibility is not precluded ill this paper that the amount learned of

a particular subject may make a difference in occupational achievement

qyite independently of a parlicular set of educational credentials.

- What is learned dn school, is conceptUaLized as a function of 1') the
. ..-4

ti.
subject taught, 2) the length of time a person is exposed to instruction,

P and 3) the quality of instruction. The rationale for this simple model of

learning is that a, student will learn a subject in proportion eb the quality
4 '

of the instruction and the length of time available for learning...The impact

of eduCation on, occupational achievement is conceptualized as a joint func

,tion Of what is learned and its certification:: °,:Equation #1 gt'esents the
s

relationship of educatibli to occupational achievement in functiond/ form.

Equation 112 does the same,for the relationshili. between what is learned and

the survey indicators of education.
.1-

. 0 .1

Occupational Achievement = fn (What is Learned) (Certification) -eq. 1

'sWhat is Learned in School = fn (Subject) (Quality of Indtruction)
0

(Time) eq. 2

I

a
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The literature on Subject Matter and Quality of Instruction is reviewed

briefly below.

,*
ors

Subject Matter

There 4 a clear tendency for what is taught students to become more

diverse at higher levers of schooling. The curriculum of the early ele,

4-
mentaryphool grades is fairly uniformly focussed on basic literacy and .

,

numerical skills. However, by high school, students have>orted themselves

out, or have been sorted out, into a number of quite distinct educational
,

A

tracks, such as commercial,- college preparatory; vocational or general

stud ies, between which mobility may be at least somewhat restricted. In

education beyond high school, there is yet more diversity and.individual

choice. Since tracks, major areas, or degree programs, in short, sject

matter, tend to 'prepare students for particular vocational roles in many

instances, chofce of subject matter should be expected to affect occupational

prestige and earnings later. Koch (1972) reports higher rates of return in
r I

ear6ings for majors in such areas as mathematics, accounting, economics,

and psychology. Ashenfelter and Mooney (1968) show that field of graduate

study explains more variance in eainings than the number of,years that

graduate study takes. Griffin and Alexander (1978),'with data on almost

1000 male graduates from a sample of high schools found that high school

track, measured by binary variables for college preparatdreand vocational

commercial tracks, and the number of math or science courses taken; and

college majopemeasured by binary variables for engineering and business,
.

has a significant impact on occupational achievement. In particular,

majoring in .business or engineering in college added, on the average, .more

than, $2,000 to the annual earnings of the men in their sample.
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('usually applicable only to colleges and dniversities), the perceived

effectiveness of the institution, or the average level of achievement of

students in the institution, All 9f these indicators describe the educational

environment atypical student in the institution-might encounter. Individual

.experiences may vary, of course.

It hasbeen found that an indicator of school quality, such adtexpendf-,
.

ture per.capita, Is positively related to'students' earnings at a later time
.

' ...

(Welch, 1966). ever, a great deal obfresearch has shownthat indicators

of school quality are quite collinear in their relationship to later earn-

ings and occupational prestigewith indicators of background social status

(Coleman, 1966; Astin, 1968; Bowles, 19721 Jencks et al., 1972). Thus, it

is very difficult to sort out the effect of schodl quality on occUpational

achievement from those of background social statuses.. Nevertheless, several.

)(ecent studies, which have controlled for students' background social

statuses, have found a net relationship between a measure of school quality

and later occupational achievement. Using the Gourman (1967) Index of In-
,

stAutional Quality, an average of subjective ratinga,of thecomphnents of

41post-secondary institutions, Wales (1,973)-found that ehOse attending in-:

stitutions in the upper fifth of the scale received higher returns to school-

ing than those who had not. AMA' (1974) reached much the same conclusion

when he distinguished between "prestigious" and "non-preUfgiouS" univer-
tA,

using a variety of indicators of institutionalquality.
. -
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The data for this examination of the relationship of education. indicators

to occupational achievement are the surveys of cohorts of young men and women

conducted by the fter for Human Resource Research in the program of the,

National ,Longitudinal Surveys of Labdr Market Experience (Center for HUman

Resource Research, 1976). There are 5,159 young women and 5,225 young men,

aged 14 to 24 in 1966. They area national Probability sample of their brth

cohort.- The young women were interviewed ip 1968, 1969, 1970, 1971, 1972,

1973, and 1975. The young men were interviewed in 1966, 1967, 1968, 1969,

1970, 1971, 1973; and 1975. The young men and women are \hus 23 to 33 years

of age at the time of the last available survey,,that of 1975.

Whatever effect education will have on the occupational, prestige and

earnings of those in the labor force, it must be in a 'relatively early

stage of these peoples' work lives. Sucloa restriction is an adVantgge:

since it tends to isolate the effect of education per se' on occupational

achievement from the effect of differential dccupatioftal exlitb4ence. The

well-educated may, on the average, tend .to be pliced in. occupations where

there is much to learn and thereby catinue learning on the job, confounding

the effect of occupational experience with that of education where learning

opportunities On the job cannot be controlled for. Also, by looking at

young. people one avoidt the issue of the obsolescence of education. This

study is limited to people who have clearly begun aeleast to make the

s-
transition from full -tile study to full-time work. ManyqiumaeCapital

Theorists (cf Mincer, 1974)prefer a "commencement" model of work"activity,
. _

in which the transition from education to work is assumed to be instantane-
0 n

ous: The "Commencement" -model is a poor description of reality, but the

to,

4
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-need to draw an arbitrary line between those primarily engaged in educe-

tiOn and those primarily engaged in,work remains. This study uses the

golldWing criteria to make this distinction: at least 24 years of age,

in the labor force under the Census definition, and workingtat least 30

hours a week in his °or her current'job. Observation's, not people, are

sampled. -If a person does, not meet Che'criteria for inclusion in one wave/

he or she may in another wave. An Oservation which meets the criteria
.

is selected from the obsexvations.on young ,omen and men. There are 10,052 ,

such observations on 3,437 men, and 3,954 such observations On 2,076 women.

ObservAtIons with missing "Late are deleted. ObservatiOns on the same per-
'

son over time are not independent. The "effective N" (Kish, 1965:162) of

the sample for the purpdse of hypothesis testing is conservatively taken to

be the number of cases, not the number of observational in an analysis:
d'

Cases are weighted by the reciprocal of the number of .observations on them.

Cases are also weighted by the inverse of the sample,weiges, that is, -,40"

'cases from over-sampled strata are constrained to be a proportidnately

smaller fraction of the cases enterinvhe analysis and vise versa for.

cases from under-samplect strata.

The education indicators of the National Longitudinal Surveys of un

people are given below. T44,..sources of these variables are given^in the

codebooks of the National Longitudinal Surveys (Center for Hdman Resource

Research, 1976). .Where data are not drawn from an interview, the source

is noted.

It
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:Subj.ect

O

Time

.

Supplementary Educatiaft Indicators

A

Type of high school curriculum of.most recent high schobl year:

vocational
commercial,

college preparatory

17

general
\contrast' category: people who never entered high

, school, pedple.missing data on this variable

Field of study,of'last post - secondary degree received: .

humanities
education

°natural science
business 0
social science
contrast.cae46ri: other fields people who re-,

ceived cpalege degree, people mtssing-nata on

O

this variable"'

Highest grade completed in school

Quality of Instruction (Primary and Secondary Education)

School district wide annual expeaditure per pupil dn'average-daily
attendance, adjusted- for local-prices (cf Kohen, 1973)

C

A normalized index of school quality which includes the following items:

per pupil availability of library facilrtes
pupils per hill-time teachers
full-time equivalent counselors per 100'pupils
salary of a beginning teacher with a bachelor's

degree andno experience, adjusted for local
prices (cf Kohen, 1973)

Quality of Instruction (Post-'s condary Education)

The ratio of students t faculti, in most recengy attended institution
(calculated from full-t me equivalents, from published information)

4

The ratio of expenditu s to students fn most recently attended institu-
tion (calculated from., m11.-ttime equivalents, from published Information)

a.

4

1
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Certiflaation

high school' degree ---:

'associa degree i.,

bacheloJs aegree. 41

master's or dogtoral degree . ..

contrast category: people with no degrees or other degrees, people.
.

missing data on this variable . .

Analysis
P'

The question of interest is whe ther the supplementary indicators of

'education have-an important effect on occupatidnal achievement.' In order

to answer this question, a number of variables which are widely thought to

affect both occupational achievement and the quantityand quality of educar

t

e tion.a person receives should be controlled for. Not controlling for such

variables im an examinationsof the relationship between the supplementary-.

4
educatida indicators and occupational achievtment could lead to-misleading

overestimates bf the imnottance of these indicators. Similarly, the effect

of Highest Grade Completed on occupational achievement should be controlled

tor, so mssot-to mistakenly inflate the estimates of the relationships

between the supplementary education indicators and occupational achievement.

What is the functional fOrm'of the relationship between occupational

achievement, the education indicators, and background spcial variables?,

Simplicity of analysis recommends estimating a linear model. Equations #3

and #4 expteSs occupational prestige and. earnings in-terms of a lineal base

line model.

Y- =*to +.b X + b
12
X
2 + b13X3 + b

151, 1
+ e

1
eq; 3

Y2. ,- Y-+b -1-13 X+ b x x +b X' +.e eq. 4
2y 1 21X1 .22 2 23X3 24X4 25X5 2

Q.

I
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where,

Y
1
= Occupational Prestige (Duncan'socioeconomic index score),/,

Y
2
= Annual Earnings in Previous Year (inflated to 1975 dollars)

X
1
= Age

.X = Gender (1=female, 0=male)

X
3
,1= Color (1=black, 0=other)

X
4 = Occupational Prestige (Duncan score) of Father or Head when.

. Respondent was 14

X
5
=.Nighesc drade,Completed in School.

IQ score was, considered as a Tossible control variable. It is measured' in

the Natiodal Longitudinal Surveys. However, it has aery high rate of

missing data, and, worse, t,he,likelihood of a case missing data is closely

correlated:with at least two of the control variables, Gender and Age. All

regresslon eTiations estimated in the course of this research were also
, s

estimated with IQ score (actually,the decile of a*rson's score on any of

' V ,Several tests of intellectual ability) as a control variable. Previou,

.research has suggested that failure'to control for IQ may lead to inflated

estimates of returns to education (cf Griliches and Mason, 1972; Griffin,

1976). Such is the case' in thee regression of ear' ings on Highest Grade ,

Completed in School but is not necessarily the case in the regression of

eajnings on other education indicators or the regressions with occupational

prestige as a dependent variable. However tantaliling these variations

may seem; there are too many-missing data on,IQ scores in this data set to

reliably artiVe at any conclusion about:the returns to an education in-.

4

dicator net of IQ. Inclusion of IQ score does not alter,""the sign-Or
,

Y.

27
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statistical significance of a supplementary education indicator, net of

7the other control variables, in any regression reported in this paper.

Figure #1 illustrates the tests to be performed. Table #1 gives the

estimated coefficients of equations #3 and 14. The Durbin-Watson test in-

dicates significant autucorrelated errur in every equation. Accordingly, an

Orcutt transformation is performed. Equation #5 illustrates the procedure.

lf,the e
t
's gf Y

t
= b0 + blXt + et are found to be correlated over time,

then an Orcutt transformation puts this equation in the form:

yt pYt_1.= b16 + b1(Xt + vt eq. 5

where,

p = the estimatld coefficient of autocorrelation of the e
t
's

b b
0
(1-6)

A
Vt = et - p e

t-1

and it,is expected that Cov(v
t'
.v
U-1

) = O. The parameters to be estimated are

the same. However, it is expected that the transformed equation-from which,

they are estimated will have negligible autocorrelated error.

(Table 1 about here)

The strategy of the analysis is to add each one of the supplementary" id-

dicators of education to equations #3 and #4 andto compare the resulting

increment in explained variance with the increment in explained variance

.when the variable, Highest Grade Completed, is added to the equations. If

there is a substantial increment in the explained variance of occupational
-

achievement with the addition of the.smpplementary education indicators,

then these ought to be brought into models of occupational achievement.

23
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Findings

All the supplementary education indicators available in the

of young people were added, one at a-time, to the bad6.7ne model of occupa-

-tional achievement and their significance tested. Only two,,,of the indicators

have statistically significant relationships to occupational achievement net

of the baseline model. Both of these indicators, Type of High School Cur-

riculum and Field of Study of Last Post-secondary Degree (College Major),

are indicators of what people studied in school. Neither variable, however,

results in a major increase it the explained variance of, Occupational Prestige

or Earnings.

Table #2 shows that subject matter studied in school has a somewhat

more important relationship with earnings than with occupational pfestige.

Taking a college preparatory track in high school yields a rather large

return in earnings and some return in occupational prestige-but not greater

than that of,the commercial track in terms of prestige. The commercial

track in high school is the second most rem

positive effect on occupational prestige.

nerative and has the largest

lajoring in business in college

yields the largest increase in earnings for any college major,,$1,777 a year

and also the biggest increase in occupational prestige. Majoring in natural

science yields the next largest increase in earnings, $603 a year but,no

increase in occupational prestige. There are a number of points of agree-

ment between these findings and those of Griffin and'Alexander (1978) but a

number of theigh school track and college major effects they found not to

be significant are significant here.

(Table 2 about here)
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Conclusions

This chapter's intent is methodological. It raises the question of

educationwhether Highest 'Grade Completed is an adequate measure of education for use

in models of occupational achievement. Highest Grade Completed in School

is an enormous simplification of what one might suppose are'the various

dimensions of education whiCh could affect occupational achievement. At the

-very least, exclusive use of Highest Grade Completed as a measure of educa
.c,

tion makes two implausible assumptions: 1) that people learn the same thing

at 2) the same rate. This chapter has conceptualized education as the amount

a person has learned about different subjects. The data set on which this

paper is based, the National Longitudinal Surveys, does not measure directly

what the young people surveyed know. However, there is some approximate

on on wh jects they have taken in school and the quality of

___
the educations received, what degrees they have received, as well as

information on,the number of years of schooling they have completed. These

r
education indicators can be presumed to indicate how mUch people have learned

r'.--ed-What subjects in school.

This chapter has tested- whether any of the variables hypothesized to be

indicators of what people learn in school have an effect on occupational

achlZment, net bf background.social variables (known to be factors in

.occupational achievement independent,of education), and net of the widely

used measure-of education, Highest Grade Completed. If any of the supple
, .

mentary education indicators makelan impact on occupational achievement

independently of Highest Grade Completed, this finding would be evidence
a

that there is something in the content of what is learned in school which

has an impact on occupational achievement beyond that of the number of years
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. of school one has compl d or the educational c'redentials,one holds. It

turns'out'that only indicators of the subject matter a person has studied

in school have an effect on occupational achievement beyond that of the

number of years of schooling'completed, and the effect of subject matter,

taken in school on occupational achievement, net of Highest Grade Completed,

is small. This finding settles the methodological question the paper raised.

Highest grade Completed stands very well by itself as the sole indicator of

education in models of occupational achievement. It may be, supplemented

by indicators of what subject matters people have studied In school, but

this refinement is optional because these indicators do not have a large,

effect on occupational achievement net of Highest Grade Completed..

The substantive sociological questions this finding raises, however,

are not settled here. Indeed, they are complex and the data set used in

this chapter is not at all useful settling them. Why does Highest Grade

Completed explain so much of the impact of education on occupational achieve

ment? It may be that occupational achievement really is a function of what

a person has I abed inachool, rather than a person's number of years of

e*,4
schooling, bue that the number of years of schooling indicates how much a

person knows better than the various education indicators used in this

paper. Duncan (1964:104) has essentially taken this position. The alter,'

native possibility is that the quantity of information a person has learned

in school counts for very little in terms of occupational achievement in and

of itself. Rather, in this alternative, it is the final level of schooling

one has attained and the educational credentials-one haa received to certify

this attainment whict make the important difference with employers, bosses,

personnel committees, and clients, those who keep the gates to occupational
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achievement. The failureof most of the supplementary education indicators

to affect occupational achievement at all suggests that this latter alter-

native -- that it is the credential rather than variations in individual

knowledge which better explains differences in occupational achievement --

is correct..

,,powever, the theoretical questions are still moot. A careful longi-

tudinal study of a birth cohort as it passes through a school system and

on to higher and/or vocational education and on into the labor force is

required to find opt whether hoW much one knows is an important determinant

of one's final level attained in formal education and whether knowledge or

educational credentials make the large difference inoccupational achieve-

ment. This study would need to measure people's knowledge at each stage

of their education and labor force participation. Although the National

Longitudinal Surveys are well provided with data on'schooling as large

surveys of labor force participation go, they do not permit the testing of

thpories of why people complete a given number of years ofischooling, or

whethert,the amount of information a person has learned has much to do with

his or her final level in formal education. Too many important variabt4s

are missing, such as standardized achievement test scores, or, as with the

case, of IQ scores, too many data are missing, or the time order of events
t

in a person's education cannot 'Ye reconstructed. This chapter has established

that a person's number of years of formal schooling, his or her final level

-attained in formal education, isquite adequate by itself to measure
I
the

impact of education on.occupational achievement.' This chapter must remain

agnostic on the theoretical explanations of this finding.

0
°
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Table 1. Least Squares Regressions. Estimates of Coefficients of
Equations #3 and #4 for Young Women and Men, Aged 24-33, in
Labor Forcp and Working More than 30 Hours a Weeka

Equation #3' Equation f4

Occupational Prestige Arinual Earningsc

UnstandardizedCoefficients

Occupational Prestige
b

* $29.99 .

Age
d (---. -.16@ 211.59 .

Genders 3.42 . -5,755.32

f ...

Color -6.67 1,770.94

Occupational Prestige of
Father or Head of Household
when Respondent was 148 .09 17.08

Highest Grage Completed
in School 4.72 613.03

Constants -11.50 -8,176.61

Coefficient of
Autoborrelation' .64

R
2

° .135 .115

N
a

\i* 4,188 4,178

25

1'3

a
All observations are weighted by the,regiprOcal of the number of observa-
tions on an individual appearing in the sample, making the effective N
the number of cases rather than the number of observations in the analysis.

'Observations are also weighted,by the inverst of the probability of an
individual's becoming's respondent in the survey.

1? 4

Coefficients in this table have been estimated from Orcutt transformed
variables. See equatthn #5 in,the text.

Coefficients are statistically significant at the .05 level according to
an F-test, unless marked by a

b
Occupational Prestige is measured by the Duncan Socioeconomic Index
(Duncan,, 1961).

0 3
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Table 1 -- continued

26

c
The sum of wages and salary in previous year, and earnings from a farm or
business in previous yOtr. This latter variable coul4 take on negative
values. If data were missing on one variable, its value was assumed to be
zero. If data were missing on both variables, a missing data code was
assigned to their sum. All dollar.figures from years before`1975 have
been inflated to 1975 dollars.

d
Age in years.

el
cender is a binary variable, .which takes On the value 1:0 if a person is .

female, 0.0 if male.

f
Olor is a binary variable, which takes on the value of 1.0 if a person
is classified black, 0.0 otherwise.

gOccupational Prestige of Head is measured by the Duncan Socioeconomic
Index (Duncan, 1961).

h
Highest Grade Completed in School measures whether a person completed a
school year from the first grade-through.the end of fouryear college.
Beyond that point it is a measure of the number of school years spent in
an educational institution.

iA
,.

1This quantity equals b /(1 ii.) where b is the interce of the regression
*

0 . 0
,..

of Orcutt transformed variables'.and fa 'is.the coefficient of autocorrelation.
t

Source: National Longitudinal Surveys of Labor Market Experience, Cohorts
of Young Men and Women (Center for Human Resource Research, 1976).

31
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Table 2. Unstandardized Coefficients of Supplementary Indicators When

Added to the Baseline Models of Occupational Achievement,,
Equations #3 and #4, Young Women and Men, Aged 24-33, in Labor
Force and Working More than 30 Hours a Week

Equation #3

Occupational Prestige

Equation #4

Annual Earnings

Type ofHish Sthool.Cu4riculum of
most Re&nt High School Year

vocational -6.69 $529.

commerical 5.66 842..07

.

colleo prepartory 4.78 2,134.32

general 526.98go-nt-.

4
X'-

.never in high school
or missing data

increment in r-square

ratio of increment in r-square
with this variable to increment

u in r-square when Highest Grade
Completed in School was added
to equation .09417 .17186

' 0.0 0.00,

.00886. .00292

d of Study of Last Post-Secondary
egree Received

humanities

education

natural science

business

social science

other fields, people who did
not attend a post-secondary
instituti n, and people
missing da

2.19 $253.88

6.66 -244°.39

-.90 603.38

13.04 ,777.40

3.65 203154

0.0' 0.00

increment in r-square .00873

ratio of incrementn r-square
with this variable to increment

0 in r-square when Highest Grade
Completed in School was added
to equation .09888 .11183



Table 2 continued

a

28

Education indicators whose net relationship to 'a deptndent variable were
not statistically significant at the .Q5 level with an F-test are omitted
from table. F-tests for sets of-binary variables, such as those for high
school curriculum or college major, follow Kmenta (1,971:371)

F =

-

ss EQ Q K
Ir

where,
,

K = the number of explanatory variables before the,ocest .
4 ...II,

9Q = the number of explanatory variablAts after the,new set of explanatory
variables 4as been added I3.14ETegression.

All estimates from Orcutt transformed eAuations.

Source: NationalLongitudinal,Surveys of Labor Market Experience, Cphorts
of Young Men and Women (Center for Human Resource 'Research, 1976).
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Father's
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1

Highest (Grade

Completed in
School

Other
Education
Indicators
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Relationships taken for granted .

Relationihips to be tested

q

Figure 1. Schematic Representation of Test.
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Earnings



,CHAPTER THREE:

GENDER, COLLEGE MAJOR, AND EARNINGS
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AiSTRACT'OF CHAPTER THREE

Studies that examine the gap between women's and men's earnings and

the gap in their returns to education have usella person's years of school

comple-red as the measure of his or her education. It may be that these gaps.

are produced by what subject matters men -and women study rath-41 than by

discrimination. This chapter tests the effect of a person's major field in

postsecondary education on his or her hourly to to see if the content of

what is learned in college, as opposed to the duration of the educational

expeeience, can explain any of the gap betweenvven's and women's earnings

due directly to gender or any of the gap in returns, to education. Data

are taken from the National Longitudinal Surveys of the Labor Market Experi
,

ence of young women and men. ,It is found- that the direct effect of.gender

on the earnings of people with at least some college education is large,

even net of a numberof important coptrol variables, and.that controlling

for major field of study reduces this gap.only slightly. It is unexpectedly

found that young women's return to a year of postsecondary education is

higher than young men's, although not much so and not enough to offset the

massive negativA effect of being female on earnings.

31
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IliRODUCTION

Chapter 2 has shown that a person's number of years of schooling

completed measures. just about all there,is to measure of the impact of educe

tion on earnings and occupational prestige. However, the subject one

studies in school does have a measureable, if small, eftect on occupational

achievement. This chapter explores the posSibility that, 'among people with

some college-education, the area of one's studies, one's major ffld,

explains the gap betWen the wages of women and men.

Many'studies have found that women earn less than men and that the

rate of-return to a year of elducation is 'lower for ,women than men. Both

findings have been interpreted as evidence of discrimination against women

in the labor force. However,'it is possible that both the gap between men's

and women's earnings and the gap between their rates of return to a year of

education could be closed if the content of their respective educations could

be measured. It might be that 'what women learn yields, in a nondiscriminatory
.

labor market, a -lower rate of return than what men learn. To test this hy
t_

pothesis we examine returns to the educations of people who. have had at least

soms,postsecondary.education. Subject matters of.study at this level of

education are much more distinctife that at lower levels, - ince an individual's

choice'is much more free in course and major area selection. Differences

between the genders in these choices may account for the earnings and the

educational returns gapg. This chapter tests whether they do.

Specifically, this chapter reviews the reseancion differential returns

to the educations of women and men, explanations for the gap, and prOblems.0

ith the use. nof the number of years spentin school as the sole indicator

a

4
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of,education. A is test performed to see whether the Major fields people

.choose'id College affect the gap between the earnings of men and women and

ate of 'return in earnings to.4year of education for men and women.

-

s..Ame level of return in'earnings to thatchoiteis also examined. This test

- is conducted on young Adults in .the labOr force, people who have not had

much opportunity to develop experietce working, a variable some have theorized

to account for-much of the gap between women's and men's'earnings (Cohen,

1971; Malkiel and Malkiel, 1973; Featherman and, Hauser, 1976). The dependent
.

varlible..in this study is the natural logarithm .of a person's hourl ;rate of

pay. This variable is preferable to annual earnings since it has b

out that women may not work as many hours as men inany year (Oppen46,

en pointed

elmer,

1970; Fuchs, 1971)': A logarithmic transformation of the dependent ariable

is both theoretically (Mincer, 1974:11) and statistically desirable (Stolzen
p

berg, 1975:651,652).

Differential Returnd to the Educations of Women and Men

The majority ,t studies on the subject have found tha.

. 4
educations into earnings at a more favorable rate than wome

Hines et.al., 1970; Malkiel and Malkiel, 1973; Suter and Mi

Featherman-and Hauser, 1976; King, 1977). Although there is ample evldence

that females learn more than males in elementary school (Weitzman, 1975),,

...men-convert their 1

n (Renshaw, 1960;

ller, 1973;

-s

.- the subject matters studied by the two genders become more distinctive. at

'higher levels of education (Roby: 1975). The point is often made that uldinen,

4, .
0

.A
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for example, tend to avoid'mathenatics and since the study of mathematics is

a prerequisite for entry into many well-paid technical and scientific careers,

women may earn less betause of their choice of subjects in school (Kagan,

1964). It has also been suggested (Becker, 1975:179) that women go to col-
*,

lege partly "to increase the probability of marrying a'more desirable man,"

and do not paY as much attention to learning, on the average, as men do in

college.

Two studies, however, do not concur that men_always have higher returns

to a grade completed in school than do women. Cohen (1971) found in a sur-

vey conducted in Michigan that the returns in earnings'to a year of educa-

tion were the same for men and women. Mincer and Polacheck (1974) compared

the hourly pay of single women and single men and found that single women

Sad a higher rate of return to a year of education.' However, married men

(

had'a higher rate of return in hourly pay, 'to a year of education than mar-
, ..

. q s-
ried women. It is safe to say that the great weight of the literature points

to men having a higher rate of return in earnings to a grade completed in
,

school than women.

Years of Schooling

All of the research on differential returns to the educations of men

and women which we were able to find in the literature have used the vari-

able Highest Grade ComplOed in School as the sole measure.of education.

The U. S. Bureau of the Census introduced a question on "highest grade

completed" in the 1940 Censtiv., "Gtede" refers to -an academic. year in 'school

(Shryock anegel, 1973:328, 329). This measure is often referred' to as
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"number of years of schodling," and as such can be extended to measure edu-

cation.at stages where the concept of grade level has no meaning, hew,

graduate education beyonethe level of a master's or professional degree.

It-is used in this way in, this paper, as the number of years of enrollment

in post-secondary education. Highest Grade Completed, years of schooling,

or years of enrollment are all measures of education by its cumulative dura-

tion. These measures have the virtue of being objecti4,and fairly easily,

recalled. As Duncan (1969:104) points out, such a measure may be correlated

With other aspects of education such as its quality. Since most educational

institutions have some minimum standards for promotion, years of schooling

are partially a measure of intellectual achievement. This measure is also

correlated with intellectual ability (Griliches and Mason; 1972). As a

variable, years of schooling is-amenable to tabular analysis and regression

procedures. 'It reduces a complex concept, education, .to a simple interval
'

scale.

However, it is reasonable to speculate that there should be more to

education's effect on later earnings than just that of the length of time

the person spends in an educational institution. Two problems with years of
b

schooling as a sole measure of education stand out. First, its useAas a

sole indicator ignored the fact that people earn different thingi. Since

courses of study are more individualized and diverse (i.e., more electives,

more tracks, more degree programs) the farther one is along in- one's

edu6ation, the poPrer the assumption. of the uniformity, of what is learned

for the more educated. Secondly, the use.of years ofItchooling as the sole

measure of education assumes that everyone who completed a grade or a year

of schoolipg has learned the same amount of what was available to be learned.

3
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Neglect of the first problem, the assumption of the learning of the same

thing in a year, is particularly acute in post-secondary education. By

then people have sorted themselves, or have been sorted, into a variety

of degree programs known to have important consequences on later earnings.

Ashenfelter and Mooney (1968) have shown that Yield of graduate (post-

baccalaureate) study explains more of one's later earnings than the number

of years one puts intoothat area of study. Koch (1972) reports higher

rated of return in.earningg for college majors in mathematicized disciplines.

Griffin end Alexander (1978), with data on almost 1,000 male graduates

from a sample of high schools found that the number of mathematics or

natural science courses a person takes' and one's college major h ve a

significant' impact on occupational achievement. In particular, majoring`

in business or en ineering.in-college added, on the average, more than
,

$2,000 to the nual earnings of the men in their sample. There clearly

then is reason to ask whether. taking Yield of study into account could

change findings about disci-iminatton against college educated women in

the labor force.

The Data

The data for this examinationof.differential-returns in earnings to
s

education are the surveyd of cohorts of young women and meri.....conducted by

the Center for Human Res6urce Research (1976) inthe program of the National

Longitudinal Surveys of Labor Market Expeiiene. One young men and women

were 14 to,24.years old in 1966. ;here are 5,225 young men and 5,159 young

women. They afire a national probability sample of their birth cohort. The

r.
.41
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young women were interviewed in 1968, 1969, 19.,70e 1971, 1972, 1973, and 1975.

The young men were interviewed in 1966, 1967, 196 &, 1969, 1970,.1971, 1973,

and 1975. The young men and women are thus 23 to 33 years of age at the

time,of the last available usrvey, that of 1975.
%

By looking at younger workers one avoids, the issue of the obsolescence

of education. The study, is limittd to people who have clearly begun at least

to make the transition from full-time study to-full-time work. Many economists.

prefer a "Commencement" model of work activity in which the transition from

education to work is assumed to be instantaneous (Mincer, 1974). The "Com-
,

mencement" model is a poor desciiption of reality, but the need to draw an

arbitrary-line between those primarily engaged in education and those primarily

engaged in work remains. This stay used the following criteria to make this

distinction: the person has enrolled in an educational, institution after

high school graduation, is at least.24 years of age, in the labor force

.under the Census definition, working at least 30 hours a week In his or her

current job, and not missing data on a variable which enters the analysis:

Observations on people making 35¢ or less an hour are discarded since the

logarithms of such values would distort estimated coefficients.

Observations, notAople are sampled. If a person does not meet the f.

criteria for inclOsion in one wave, he or she may in another., Table 1

displays the numbers of observations on women and men which'enter the

vanAlysis,from each year of the study. There are 1,677. observations on 764

young women and 2,831 observations on 1,359 young men. There are no obser-

vations on men in 1973 since information on hourly pay was not collected, and

similarly, there are no observa06ns on young men in 1966 because information

3."
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on hours worked per week was not collected then. Since the women andmen

of this study are relatively young workers, 14 to 24 in 1966, it is not

sdrpris,ing that most of the observations on their labor force character-

istics come, from the latter waves of the study, when more of them have

filished schooling and taken on adult responsibilities. It is possible

that there are autocorrelated disturbances in a regression equation esti-
,

mated with this data set. However, computing a coefficient of autocorrela-

tion requires the loss of a massive proportion of the data set. 'Computing

a coefficient of autocorrelatiod requires an estimate of a disturbance in

the regression equation in waves t and t-1. Thus all observations on young

men in 1975 would be lost since the t-lst wave is missing data on'hourly

pay. Also, computatiOn of the coefficient of autocorrelationat t and t-1-

requires-that both observations meet the criteria for selection into the

analysis and that neither is missing an observation. Whatever gain in

effiClency of the estimates from using the coefficient of autocorrelation

in an Orcutt transfOrmation on the data Scb would not be justified by the

*biasing of the data set through theaoss of observations.

Observations on the same person over time are nat independent. The

"effect'ive N" (Kish, 1965:162) of the sample for the purpose Of hypothesis

testing is conservatively taken to be the number of cases, not the number

of observations, in an analysis.. Case's are weighted by the reciprocal

of thenumber of-observations on.them. Cases are also weighted by the
o

inverse of the sample weights, that_is cases from over-sampled strata

are constrained to be a proportionately smaller fraction of the cases enter-

ing the analysis and vice versa for cases from under-sampled strata. See

1.1 6
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the footnotes of Table 3 for the formula used. The weighting technique used
ft

here permits the maximum use of all available information while permitting

S

the use of statistics which Assume simple random sampling in which the number

of independent contributions of information is the same as the number of

cases observed.

(Table 1 about here)
.

. .
.

.

Date on the college Major of young people in the National Longitudinal

Surveys are given below in Tabll 2. Data on majors identified thii..way were.

collected in every wave. The question on college major in the first,wave

inquired about the "field of study" of the person's most recent college degvee

if any. Later waves inquired about the field of study'of the person's college

4 4'degree since the last interview, if any. The unit of, analysis of Table 2

is the observation, not the case. A personimay change field of'study

between degrees,"so weighting the observations to add to the number, of cases

_would be misleading. As a glanceat Table 2 shows, women tend to choose

degree programs in primary and secondary education and in the huma4ties.

Most of all, by comparison to men, women tend not toArsh degree programs,

., at least by the time they are 24 to 33 years old. Men tend to take degi.ees

in quantitative, technical, or scientific fields and in business. Women

and men are about equally interested in the social sciences.

4

d 7
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Analysis

We .want to find out: 1) whether the choice of a field of study in col-
,4

r-lege affects the.gap between women's and men's earnings, 2) whether it

affects the gap in returns to a year of education between women and men,

and 3) whether women and men have different. returns to the same field of

study. The strategy used here to measure these effects is first of all to

construct a baseline model of log hourly wage and then to test for the sig-

nificance of the effect on log hourly wage of field of study and its inter-

action with gender. As these variables are added to the model of log sourly

wage, the coefficients of Years of Enrollment in Post-Secondary Education

ena its nteraction with gender are examined for change.

Estimated coefficients will depend on what variables are included in

the baseline model. At first thought, it might seem appropriate to have a
I ,

very inclusive baseline model: that is, to make 'as many controls as'possible.

Q4'

There are three constraints however on the inclusion of variables into the
.

I

baseline model. First, there is ate practical constraint that,if one follows

.. the conventional practice of discarding a case that is missing an observation
°

°on a variable in the.analyeis, as we do, then the more variables one includes
..

' , -

in one's regressions thefeweecases there will be and the more the sample

wail be biased by whateverUattork determine which Allies will have missing

data., Secondly,-there is tile-Constraint that we do not want to make our

o 0:
.

,
.

baseline idiosyncratic. We, have, for example, lollowed the practice of,

,

Featherman and Hauser, (1978) and JenckS (1979) 'in measuring post-seconaary
.0* .

. - A...

education by its length'in years separately from the number of years in, :.

?
primar and secondaq education, and by including binary variables for%post-

.

;
I

secondary degrees received. The other variables in the baseline model are
.

el

6
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commonly controlled for in earnings determinhtion equations. Thirdly, we

dO not want to control for variables which themselVes maybe causally posterior

to averson's choice of field of study in college.

We control for age, color, the prestige score of the father's (or head

of household's) occupations when the respondent was 14 (a measure of-back-h

ground social class), years of enrollment in post-secondary educatijk and
if

for post-secondary degrees received. ,Gender is in the Vaseline model as

are itp interactions with years of post-secondary enrollment and post-

secondary,degrees. We want to see if controlling for major field affects:-

the coefficients of gender and its interactioeskwith years of post-secondary'

enrollmentand degrees, coefficients which have been interpreted as indica-

tive of-ditscrimihation against women and their education, attainments.

Equation r is. he baseline model:
4

It
=b + biXit, + b2X2t + b3X3 + + yit + b7X7t +b8X8t

+ b9(X2t.X5) + b10(X6tX5) f bil(X7tX5)
1;12(X8t.X5) el .e5'1

where?: 110.-

!t:= the natural Agarithm of a person's hourly wage

X
lt

= age in years

' X
2t= years of enrollment in a post- secondary education

#

X3.= color'(1=blackv 0=other).ro#'' .

X
4 = prestige score of father's (or head of household's)

.,

occupation when respondent was.14

X
5

= gender (1=female; 0=male).

X
6t associate of arts degree (1=has one, OAdoes not)

k
7t= bachelor's degree (1=has one, 0=does net)

X
8t.= master's degree or doctorage (1=hap ()Lie, 0=does not)

r
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We would have liked to include a measure of intellectual ability, asIl
a control variable. The N.L.S. has such a variable; a person's Cecile score

on 'a variety of tests of intellectual ability. Unfor.tunately,,more.thah

half the cases are missing data oft thisvariable: There are pAtterns in the

missing data as well. For example,Icani more men than women are missing

data on this variable. When the N.L.S. intellectual ability variable is

used, t is with apology far these
problems (Criliches, 1976) °.. e ave

deCipied not to include it.

Finaings.

The coefticients of Table 3 are estimated from a semi-logarithmic
.. .

. equation, lnYAb
0

+ b
1

,, which can be reexpressed'as Y'r f..
'5.4. -b 4. b k

G 11 +
.

. .
`. .,

e
0' , . - ...,..\; Thy former expression is perferable for purposes. , .

,, A .
.4. '/ . , .1

'4'1' / '''' .

orcbefficient- esttinatfan,114:11-thelatter.is prefeiable for the interpreta,.

,.

4:1

tion o c;efficintaineeFe a (1",rather'lalk in terms of dollars than,
. ,.. ''''

log d llars. 'Let's look t the effeCI ori.honrly earnings "of..being femalez .n.

Ain. the baseline model. of the'Aonettillywiables, young women earn less6 .0,04

°
than young men. -Being fema e has.a.tbefficient This number means `

-.4083 , 4

that since e == .6648, young women\wit'h at Izeast some college

education two-thirds of what young-men with at least some coIle&

education earn, contrling fot the variables of age, years of post-secondary

education, degtees held,color, prestige of father's occupation, and the

interaction between gender and years of post-secondary education, And the

interactions between gender and degrees:held. Athirty-three percentage
.

point difference in hourly wages between college educated people who are f
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quite similar in many respects relevant to their earnings potential, '1

except for their sex; is enormous. It is doubtful that such a large

difference can be explained away by differences in what women and men

study in school. When one considers that we have ignored altogether

the impact of gender on whether4a person finds work at all, it is clear

.that gender iS'by fgr the largest factor affecting a person's ability

to earn Money by working.
'Ar

It was expected that women would be severely penalized because of their

gender. It was not elected that women would have a highQr rate of return

10
to a year of post-secondary education than men. In these data, women have

A ,

a.5 percent higher rate of r turn to a year of.post-secondaryeducation than

men. The coefficie .0363, equivalent to a rate of return to a year of

post-secondary education 3.7 percent higher than that'of men. It should be

pointed out that this adventage of women is much smaller that the direct

disadvantage of being-female. The finding that women have a higher rate

oi,return to,a year of education is quite contrary to what existing theories
^sr

of ethnic discrimination in the laboeforce would lead one to suspect

about gender discrimination. One would expect discrimination to lead-to a

discounting of the discriminated group's educational credentials. However,

Oppenheimer (1970:99,100,114) has pointed out several facets of the femare

labor market winch are consistent with the finding that women might have

a higher rte of return to a year of education than men. Thes-are that

occupations typed female'are character zed by a labor force which acquires

its skills in- school rather than on the job. Also, Oppenheimer sees some

occupations typed female as havin high eAtic-itional requirements but because

) "
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of occupy ''tonal segregation by gender low .Pky. Either aspect of the struc-

ture of a female labor market might explain the finding.

Could it be thought that the linding is an artifact? Could the Gender-
.

Years of Post-secondary Education ifuteraEtion be so'clobely correlated

with Gender that we should look askance at its coefficient, even though it

is statitically significant? The correlation between this interaction and

Gender is .80, close but not-unexpectedly so, and not so close as-to bring

the coeff.icient of the interaction term into suspicion. Dropping the

Gender-Years of Po4-secondary EducatioWinteraction term fromChe baseline

model has an interesting effect on the Gender coefficient. It decreases by

a quarter 1n absolute value from°-.4l to -.30. This change shows that if

one does apt include a term into the model to take into account the greater

ability of women to earn a return on their years of educatfon whether be-

cause of higher grades, better study habits, better motivation, or some

peculiarity of the occupational structure women face, one wil,1 underestimate

the extent'of direct discrimination against women.

'Do the choices young women and men make of. fields of study in college

explain any of the discrimination against women because of their gender or ,

the surprising' fact that women have a higher rate of return to a year of

post-secondary education? 4 glapce at Table 2 shows that men and'Wbmen do

tend to take different fields of study. Men are concentrated in natural
b

sciences and technical fields and business, women humanities and educa-

tion.* Social sciences ilite about evenly split betwden worien and men. The -

data source identifies fields of study-of last degree received. Thus, in
. , .

Table 2 one person may appear as having more than pne field of. study. If no
-

, -
o

52
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degree was received at the time of an observation, no field of study is

identified. It is known that majoring in natural science and te.r.,hnical
. .

fields and business yields greater returnsin later earnings than majoring

in other fields, so it is reasonable, to ask whether.anyof the discrimination

against women is really due thefact that the subjects women take in

college have a.lower rate of return than those of men: Column 2'of Table 3

answers this question.

Column-2 of Table 3 contains the results of regressing the logarithm

of hourly earnings in 1975 dollars on the baseline model and binary vari

ables fOr Field of Study and additional binary variables for the inter

action between Gender and Field of Study. A lance at Columl 2 of Table

shows'that two fields of study result in earnings significantly different

from those of people in the contrast category, people with degrees in

fields.other than those listed,and people,who were one enrolled in po'st
,

secwidary education bUtmhonever received a degree., Theseare 'natural
.

science, engineering, ,and techn ical fields' and 'business.' People majoring

4
in these fields have higher earnings than the others. Two of the inter

action terms betWeen Gender and Field of-Study are statistically significant.

These indicate that women who have taken a degree in the humanities,

or education have higher earnings, net of the control variables, than men

who have taken'a'degree in these fields: The other interaction terms.

.between Gender and Field of Study are not statistically significant, indi..
-

'cating.no statistically significant difference between the earnings"of

women and men whohaye taken a degree in the tie fields, net of the control

variables.

A

o
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What doekcontrolling for Field Of Study do to the effect of Gender'

on Earnings? Does it decrease or eliminate it? Controlling for major'

field decreases thecdtsolUte value of the coefficient7Of Gender slightly,

indicN-ng that some small part of the total negative effect on earnings

of being a women 'is due to Field of Study: The regression coefficient'"

of Gender decreases in absolute value from -.4083 in tirrbaseline mod%1

to -.3667 in the regression equation with the Field of Study an the inter- %

actions between Gender and Field of Study,controlled for. The regression

coefficient of -.3667 means that controlling for these a'dditional.wariables

and the variables of the baseline model, women earn 69.3% as much as men
40

do by the hour. We have just explained only three percentage points of

the Aperceatage point spread between women's earnings as a fraction of
z

men's earnings, as estimated from the baseline model, and 1.0, the ratio

one would expect if gender made no difference in earnings. It is quite

clear that most of the negative effect on earnings of being a-women has

-nothing to do with a person's fie1i of study.

Conclusions

This.paPer assumed at the outset on the basis:of the literature that k

women with at least some college earned less than 'men with at least some

-College4 because of gender discrimination, and that women had a lOwer rate

of return to a year Of post-secondary education thin men, 'again because of

gender discrimination. The questio was then raised as to whether the
Go

choices that wom en a nd men make of f subjects to studrin college account for
(.'

these gaps in some degree. It turns out that one of the'premisestof this

o
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,

. paper is not core.ect. Women do not have a lower rate of return to a year of

postsecondary educationthan men. In tact, women's rate of return is higher.

It should,be noted, however, that this effect is small relative to the

much larger negative effect or being female on earnings; Of course, college

educated women w.,ho are not in the labor force do not enterthis_study. Were

'.they included with'their zero earnings, this finding of women's greater
.

return to a year of education would besurely reversed.

4i-
Do the choices women and men make in,college affect the gap between

t
their earnings? They do, but the ofteCt is slight. Controlling for major

field of study-decreases slightly the negative impact on earnings of being

female. Controlling for'majOr field of study does not alter ;in any important

way.the fact that being female, net of relevant control variables, results
< .

in a very substantial reducelon in earnings. What do these findings indi

cate about the ncture of discriminatipn 'on the basis of gender? They show,

_ that the returns to effort expended in investing in learning are roughly

the same for both young men and women, and that a substantial part''of .the

differences in earnings between women and men comes fr6m the face of a

behavioral response to gender, namely discrimination against women.'"

0
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Table T. Distribution of Observations

Eneering Analysis by Wave of Studya Raw Frequencies

(

Women

1

Men Total

1967
0 157 157

'.. , ' A968 52 252 304

1969
.

103 i20 423

1970
. 158 387 545

1971 222 503 725
-,..

1972 275 0 275'
$ f

1973. 349 0 '349

1975 518 1,212 1,750

Total 1,677 2,831 4,508

"Observations are on young women and men, aged 24 to 33, in the
.

labor force and working at least 30 hours a week,'and who were

'once enrolledin post-secondary education, and who are not missing

'data on a variable involved in the analysiL Since some individuals

were observed in more than one wave, the number of individuals

studied is smaller than the number of observations. These obser-

vationS are on 764 young Women, and 1,359 young men.

Source National Longitudinal Surve's of Labor Market Experience,

Cohorts of Young Men and Women (Center for Human Resource Research,

1916).
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Table 2, Distribution of Observations over Fields of Study. a

Field of Study of
Most Recent Post-
Secondary Degree Wumen :Men

.Humanities 9.4. 0.2

Educat ion
0.8

Natural Sciences (including

mathematics,engineering
and technical fields) 9.1 73.1

Business 3.0 12.2

Social Sciences 8.8 10.0

Other fields and people
once enrolled in college
who have yet to receive
a degreeb 47.2 3.7

A

Total lOU.% IOU.%
(1,677) (2,831)

a
See footnotes of Tabledl. ./

60

b
The 'other fidids' category is slightly more inclusive for women

than men. , For both genders, fields of study atypical of the gender

are likely to be coded 'other' by the N.L.S. For example, law for

women is coded 'ether' by the N.L.S. as is,'home economics' for men.

Here both are in 'other fields.'

Source: National Surveys of Labor Market Experience,

:Cohorts of Young Women-and Men (Center for Human Resource Research,

1976).

57
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Table 3. Least Squares k+essions4 Dependent Variable
is the Natural Logarit,hm of Hourly 1:arnings in
1975 DollArs.a

Baseline Model Model with Terms
for Field of Study
and the Interaction
between Gender and
Field of Study

Age (to years) .04 34* .0423*

Yeats of Enrollment
at College Level .0399* .0425*'

-Gender (1=female;
0=male) 7.4083* r-

.3667*

Color (1=black;
0=other) -.0662 -,0593

Prestige of gather's
Occupation .0006 .0004

'Associate Degree
(1=has degree; 0=not) .0419 .0135

Bachelor's Degree
(1=has degree; 0=not) .0707' .0546

Master's or Doctorate
(1=has such a degree;
0=not) .0153 .0048

Interaction between Gender
and Years of College ,

Enrollment ..0363 .0359

Interaction between Gender
and-Associate's Degree .0398 .0071

Interaction between Gender
and Baghelor's Degree :0280 .0/73

V
',Interaction between Gender

and Master's or Doctorate

cYear of Interview

-.0667

-.0124

-41000

-.0125

A.

.we
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Table 3. continued

_Held of Study of Most
Recent College Degree

HumaniCies

Education,

Natural Science,
Engineering, and
Technical Fields

Business.

Social Science

a.

Contrast Category
(other fields and
people once enrolled
in college who have
not yet received a
:college degree)

Interaction between Ceilder and
Field of Study of -Most
Recent College Degree

Humanities

-.0384

-.0247

.0232

0.0

*
.1565

Education .1170

Natural Science,
Engineering, and
Technical Fields .1020

1

.0468Business

Social Science

Contrast Category
(other fields and
people once enebIled
in college who have
not yet received a
college degree)

Intercept

2
R

Nd

;

.1662

.1996

2,123

.0866

0.0

.1942

.2211

2,123

51
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a
observations are on young women and men, agred 24to 33, in the
labor force and working at least 30 hours a week, and who were
once virolled in post-secondary education; and who are not missing
data,,on a variable involved in the analysia. Dollar values were
adjusted to 1975-price levels with.the implicit price deflators
for "personal consumption expendityes" from the Economic Report
of the President (President of the United States, 1977:B -3).
Coefficients marked by an asterisk are statistically significant
at the .05 level accoFding-to an F-test.

b
Prestige of father's occupation or head of household's occupation
when respondent was 14 years of age was measured.bY the Duncan
Socioeconomic Index (lincan, 1961).

c
Year of Interview is coded 1 for 1967,:,2 for 1968, and,so on up,
to- 9 for 1975.

d

All` observations are weight*ed by the reciprocal of the number-.of
observations on an individual appearing in the sample; making the
effective N the number of cases rather than the number of obser-
vations in the analysis. Observations are also weighted by the
ittverse of the probability of an individual's being sampled, i.e.,
over-sampled strata are constt4ined to be proportionately a smaller
fraction of cases entering an analysis and vice versa for under-
sampled Cases. The formula used to compute the weight associated
with any observation is:

(wii)(N)

Table 1 (footnotes) -- continued

(WIJ/22 (J)
j=1

where, w = sample weight of 'person i appearing with the jth observation
on case i;
N = total number of people Ln an analysis;

J = total'number of observations at different times on person i.

This weighting procedure hermits the use of statistics developed for simplerandom.sampling at a single point in time, while using all
available information.

G
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Table 3. continued

41k

Coefficients of regression equations are estimated with the

Statistical Package for the-Social Sciences (S.P.S.S.) (Nie et alit

1975) so the heights are put' in a form usable by S.P.S.S. The

equivalent algebraic transformation of the regression equations

would be to multiply each equation through by the square root of

the weight and then estimate the coefficients with ordinary least

squares.

4..
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ABSTRACT OF CHAPTER FOUR

Earnings determination equations have used "Age minus Schoolthg minus

Five(Six)" as a measure of work experience. This measure has serious prob
.

lems; 1) it makes many inaccurate assumptions; 2) it prevents simultaneous,

estimation of age, schooling,' and experience effects on earnings; and 3) it
.

ignores longitudinal information if availAle. This paper develops a mea

sure*of work experience from information in a-longitudinal survey on whether 4

people are working at the time of the interviews. This new measure is-

preferable to "Age minus Schooling minus Five(Six) in these threrevrespects.

55
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iNTRODUCTION

. 56

Chapters 2 and 3 have shown that Li person's number of years of school

completed, although only the crudest indicator of what the person has

learned, is quite adequate to assess the impact of that person's education

on his.or her occupational achievement. It is apparent that individual,.

variation in in- school, learning among those comAeting Pgiven number `of

years of schooling is not closely related to success in the labor market.

People are apparently like canned goods, judged by their labels, that is

their educational credentials,their intellectual cuntents are largely

inaccessible, Now the question is raised of whetter learning on=the-job
°

has any effect on earnings and later occupational mobility. In order to

answer \his question, though, an im4tant methodological innovation.has to

be made, the inference of the length of time a person has worked from inform-

ation on whether the person is working at. the time of the interviews of a

**'longitudinal survey such as\the National Longitudinal Surveys. This chapter

is devoted to exple"ining the theoiy of how this inference is made. The
,

next chapter will explain the application of the theory,

r S

1
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Human Capital theory)posits thatJon-the-job learning ought to be closely

related to marginal productivity and consequently to wage rates. On-the-job .

learning is usually operationali d as the length of time a person has abent

4 .

working, a variable called "wok experience" or simply "experience" in the

nature (cf. Mincer 1974). This chapter examines the concept of work ex-

perience and introduces a measure of work experience inferred by interpola-

tion from the interliiews of a longitudinal survey. This measure is compared

with a cross-sectional estimator of work experience in testing hypotheses

about the effect. of on-the-job learning on wages.

INDICATORS OF ON- THE -JOl LEARNING

Taking the length of time a person has spent working as the measure of

What and how much he or she has learned by working is clearly likely Ito

.;

incur error and ignore many relevant distinctions. Its use is justified

only by Ebe absence of a better measure. However crude a timd-oarthe-job

measure of learning, or work experience, may seem, its crudities have ample

precedence in the very large number of wage determination studies which

take number-of years of school completed as the measure of a person's

education. A time-on-the-rjob measure of on-the-Sob learning can be rather

easily modified to take-into account the finding of learning theory that
4:

learning in a novel situation is more rapid in the earlier periods of ex-

posure than ill later periods. If length of time at work is an adequate

measure of on-the-job learning, then the square of the term ought to be

an adequate measure of any modest and simple departure from linearity in

s -
the relationship between learning and the length of time a person wprks.

B



Human Capital Theory, taking learning theory into account, predicts a nega-

.tive coefficient for work - experience- squared, net of work experience.

Age Minus SahoOling Minus Five(Six) Years
...,

.

, --'-'"----

The most w40ely used measure of work experience is an estimate of the

length of time a person has been out of full-time formal education, and

hence an indicator of potential full -time work experience. Its formula is

its name, :age minus schooling minus five (or six) years'," or A- S -5(b) for

short. A person's current age is taken and the number of years he 9r she

completed of formal schooling (or more commonly the number of years of

schobling represented by his or her highest grade completed, under the as:-.

sumption of no skipping or repeating of grades) along with the number of

.

years before the beginning.of formal sdhoolingis subtracted. A-S-5(6) hqs

the advantage that it requires only that`a person's current age and highest

grade completed be known. Since both these items are available from most

social surveys and from samples of records' prepared by the U. S. Bureau of

the Census, A- S -5(6) ban-be.wddely applied. However, A-S-5(6) makes the

V
simultaneous esXimation of age, schooling, and expeiience effects on earn-

lngs impossible, since A-S-5(6) is simply a linear combination of the p-itre-
s

two variables. In the economic literature it is conventional to discuss
.s.

age or experience effects but not both simultaneously. It is quite con-

ceivable however' that age and experience milkt have different. impacts on

earnings. This distinction is likely to be of particblar importance in the

4
study 'of the labor force participation of older persons. A:S-50). also ,

dlearly.makes many inaccurate assumptions.

A-S-5(6) assemes 1) that the transition from school to work occurs '

once and that these activities do not overlap, 2) that people complete

vU
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.a grade in school in the same length ofAime, 3) that people work the same
r.

number of hours a week, the same number of weeks a year, and.least accurately,

4) that people have spent, the same proportion of time since the end of formal

'eduction working.' This latter assumption leads to over-estimates of many

women's work experience. Older people are going to have much more-variance
a

in their working experience than younger people, since those who work regu-

larly and long hours are going to b4iling up work experience while those

who do not wofk remain with,no work experience. However, the variance of

A-S-5(6) within a birth Cohort decreas'es as the cohort ages, since thp dif-

in the time they spent in-sLhal are decreasing as a fraction of

their lifetimes. .A-S-5(6) has the further problem of creating an artifactual

correlation between itself as a measure of experience and age and education,

:two variables from which it is conceptually distinct. Thus, although for

teenagers both, education and wc4k experience may ber increasing with age,

teenaged work experience inferred from A- S -5(6) is constrained to be negatively

correlated with educatilOn
!"44

The, most important reason for not using A-$-5(6 4'

if longitudkpal data are available, is that its use constitutes a maii..ve'

discarding of longitudinal information on people's work experience. TA

fuse of A-S-5(6)
s
an only be justified by the Jack of a better measure., 4.

.00'
Retrospective Information-on Work Experience Ale

Personal work histories can be reconstructed from questions at a single

point in time. These,data may have problems, however. Memory is fallible

and its fallibilities may be correlated with explanatory variables, such as .---

age and education. Older workers may be less able than younger workers to'

recall their.workhAstory accurately since there is more of it and some of

ferences

di$
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it mdy be quite old and more liable to be.forgOtten. Also, it may well be,

that'better-educated workers are more able to r,ecall their work histories .

thanAthe less well educated, as might people who stay in a jeb for,a,long-

time, people with "orderly" careers, tLat is, a-steady inc-rease in wages, and

people who'work for large organizations which are more likely to keep records
-

and make them available than other employerfi. Since age, edlation, length
oft

of ,work experience, tendency to stay with one job.or employer, to have-an

"orderly" career or to work for a large organization are going to be explana-

or related to.explanations of wages, their relationship to error in

the recall of work experience means heteroskedasticity in the wage determina-

tion equation'. There is also a question whether the amount of error incurred

by a 'retrospective question is tolerable, quite apart fronCits patterning.

Experience Inferred from a Longitudinal Survey

Griliches (197'6) ,appears to neve inferred work experience from a longi-

tudinal survey of labor market experience. The details of the inference are

not given. The pres4nt paperuoposes a meatre of work experience based on

linear interpolation from wharpeople are doing at the times of the inter-
,

views of a longitudinal survey which has little information.about work ex-

,perience between interviews, Work experAence is inferred according to the

following rule
.

1) ifepAys'op.ijs working during waves t and t-1, the intervening

time.1(ft - Xi(t....1), is added to the cumulator of Oork experient

at time t, X
iet'

. .
0

2) if Jerson i is working4,uring, one of *ewaves but not tfie1other,

one=-haIf of the intervening time,X - X is added to theeic i(t-1-)1 e -
SA

v e3

e. .
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cumulator of working experience, Xi-egt,,and one-half to the cumulator

\

of time out of the labor force, cot;
,

.. ,
.4'.

'

3) if person i is hot working at either wave, then the whole of the .

inCerVening period, Xit - Xi(t_i), is added to the cumulator of

time,out of the labor force, X.
lot.

Linear interpolation is expected to incur error. For example, peop/e

working at waves t and t-1 may not have been working in the meantime. Yet,

it is inferred that they spent the whole period working. Fortunately, a few

things are known about this error in inferring experience. First, it cannot

be larger than the period between interviews, X
t

Xt_1.i0Secondly, an over-

or under-estimate in work experience or time out of the labor force means

that time in the other category has been under- or over-estimated by an

identical amount. Thirdly, the absolute value.of the error incurredsby

inferring that a person hag worked or not worked is determined by the ten-

dency of the person to remain either woOcing or not working during the period

between interviews.

The absolute value of the maximum error in the inference of experience

between waves t and t-1, !Did, is:

IDitl = -(kit ri(t...1)) (ui(t-1) + U
it

)

where,

and,

O

X
it = time from first interview of person i in the longitudinal,.

1/4.

Fe
U
it

=

survey to interview in wave t,

the length of time person i spent in-the category he or she

was observed in at wave t during the interval between waves t-1

and t,

CO
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0 < (0i(t-1),
fit)

(Xit Xi

1*.

0 <
et
N- (X. Xi(t4.1))--

op
It can be readily seen that 1) the smaller the interval between observations,

and 2) the longer a person remains working or out of work, the.smaller the

maximum error which can be incurred by inferring experience between the in-.

terviews will be. The actual errors in inferring work experience, die, and

time out of the labor force, d
iq'

are equal and opposite: d
ie

= -d
io

.

t.

The'sums of the d
ie

's and the din's for a person, Lardier and E dint'
t=1 t=1

are expected to go to zero as the number of waves of the longitudinal survey,

t, increases and over- and under-estimates in the inference of work exggri-

ence or time out of the labor force cancel themselves out. However: some

error is to be expected in the cumulator of work experience during the early

waves of the longitudinal survey. If work,-experience is used as an explap-
°

aeory variable in a regression procedure, the disturbance term will-be hetero-

skedastic (Kmenta, 1971:316), as a glance at equations 1.2, 1.3, and shows:

where,

Y
t

= b
0

b
1
X
it,

+ b
et

X
et

+ e
t

1
(1.2)

t

= b
0
+ b

1
X
It

+ .1. + b
et e

(X*
t
+ d e

t
(1.3)

if et

= b
0

b X + + b X* + e*
1 It etit t (1.4).

41k.

= natural log of the hourly wage at wave t

*A0.
X
et = inferred work experience
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OF

X*
t
= true work experience

e

t

a

E d
et

= sum of differences between inferred and true work experience
t=1

from wave 1 to t

=' et + bet

t

E d
et

t=1

Xet* and e* are correlated.

The problem with-heteroskedasticity can be expected to disappear as

63

t ,

the number of waves of the study tnctlases, since E d is expected to go
et

to zero as t becomes larger. However the number of waves in a survey of

individual labor market experiences has yet to approAch any semblance'of in
t

finity, so'inferred experience during the early waves cannot be simply dis

carded. The dividing line between an early. and a later wave is not clear.

Error terms for the inferred experience of different individuals'will vary

according to their propensity to remain either at work or out of work. The

early estimates of inferred experience for some individuals may be quite

good, whereas other
<1.

ndividUals may require many waves before, tOeir work ex
.

perience may be Accurately inferrecl.by linear interpolation.

It is possible to derive a variable which will approximately cancel the

t

magnitude of E d 'when,divida thro4h.equation 1.3 for' the observations
t=1 et

from the early waves of.a longitudinal survey and mbiF.h.wili approximate

1.0 in che late( waves, leaving-awl natransformed. This, statistic does,

t

not cancel the sign of E d
et'

so one is left with g variable intercept
t=1

for the early waves, if not hqeroskedasticity. Let'us derive this
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(-variable.- The starling point eat the, derivation is with the um of errors, of

inference of experience for the ith case at wave t:
\

E d. = E + r (x
it

- x.' )let L t-1) Ui(t-1) + U
it

)

t=1 t=1

t

diet equals a sum of positive or negative quantities since over-estimates
t=1

are likely in frequency and magnitude as under-estimates. For this reasob,

C°
.

we expect
diet converge to zero. 'However, should the

t=1 iet
it's, i.e.,

the length of time a person remains in an observed category of experience,

tr
. be small, E d

iet
may take on some substantial non-zero values. mimics s

t=1

- t
,

,the expected magnitude

t

of E
.;

A
d
iet but not its sign, where D

it
is defined as

.

. .

=i
,.

, .

t°A
Dit = E [(X.., -X

t=1 .

it i(t-1)) Vi °I° 1%0]1/t (1.'61
,..

....''t

4'

where,

and,

V
i
= an individua)'s average length of time. spent in a category of

A
experience, either at work or not at work; - 'between interviews. V.

can'be estimated from an occasional, wave oethe longitudinal survey

which ascertelns'how many weeks a person worked in the previous

year, or, if not even that scrap of information about a person's

activities between intelviews is available, V
i
can be estimated

as (number of waves during which the person was at work/total

nuthber of waves),
"it ". ),(1(t-1))'

0' 4 V 4 [(x
it %-Xi(t-1)

]
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be simplified o X
ip

tV
I.'

so the,statistic

, /N
it becomes: (X

it
tV. 1.0)

l/t
. In'the first wave, t = 1, it is expected

to have the same magnitude but not necessarily the same sigea§ diet. In

immediately following waves it is assumed that it will approach its asymptote

at about the same rate as diet approaches its asymptote. Division
t=1-.440*.

Oh/
ofequation1.3byD.t is expected to approximately cancel the magnitude butit-
not th'8 sign of F d

iet in the earliest waves of the survey and to approach
t=1

t
1.0 as L d

iet becomes negligible, leaving the equation untransformed.
t=1

This i?.1attedurejo.r inferring experiehce and weighting the inferences

by,what amo4its to an estimator of the expected error incurred can be adapted

to estimating the.values of missing observations. The conventional method
4

of treating cases with Missing data in multi-variate analysis is,simply

delete them, "listwise deletion." This strategy,is self-defeating in a

, t

longitudinal survey since one is caught in the dilemma of being more lik ly ,

to discard information ehe more one collects. As the number 'of waves of a

longitudinal survey become'large, the probability that any one case will at

some time be missing data approaches certainty. Listwisd deletion, of course,

biases d-sample and given the, frequency of missing data in most social

longitudinal surveys, interferes with the simultaneous useof pore than

several waves- of data. .1

Let us .see how missing data tfiay be interpolated. Snppose a person is

missing an observation on whether he or she'qs at worlein one wave of a

survey, wave t. One oa.similly go to themext survey and if it has an

73
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observation on whether that person is working, one can infer work experience

trom wave t-1 to wavy t+1 instead of just between wave t-1 and wave t. It

can be shown'that if there are no missing data after wave E+1, theD sta-

,l/t+qtistic for wave t+q is [X(t+q) + X
i(t+1) .- Xi(t-1) - (t+q)V

i
j In the

example given in this paper, this kind of interpolation is only used to

replace missing data on variables necessary to the estimation of work ex-

perience. It is potentially applicable to all variables. However, decisioni

A
have to be made in estimating D

it
when missing data in one wave must be

estimated from two or more other waves and we are no certain, of the rules

for making these' decisions. In the present example, it has been decided to

assume that all missing data are being replaced,with information from the

most distant wave from which any information is taken.

USING WORK EXPERIENCE INFERRED FROM A LONGITUDINAL SURVEY

Let us examine the coefficients of d regression of hourly earnings on

inferred work experience and other variables. Since assumptions were made,

in the derivation of the it statistic, it is of interest to see wfiether
it1

might be discarded. We will also estimate the impact or 'experience on earn-
.a

ings using the A-S-Cestimator of experience inferred from longitudinal in-

formation. Data are taken from the National Longitudinal Survey of the Labor

MaelOPE:xperience of Young Men (N.L.S.) (ct. Centr for Human Resource Re-

search 1970. Only young men 14 to 17 in 196b, the first wave of the survey,

are selected. These cases are selecte'd because they-Can be reasonably
cal

assumed to have had no significant work experience before 1966. The tech-

nique foe eliminating heteroskedaSticity introduced by the inference of ex-

perience developed here assumes that people have had no work experience at
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the first observation of the longitudinal survey. However, if it can be

shown that division of the wage determination equation by Dit does not

palpably alter the estimates ot, the regression coefficients, then the prac-

tice of using A-S-5(6) to estimate.work experience as of the first wave can
a

be justified, and the inference ot work experience from longitudinal survey's

can be extended to cases likely to have had some work experience as of the

tirst wa)('.

The 14 to 17 year olds ot 1966 represtnt 2,653 of the 5,225 cases of

the N.L.S. survey of young men. Observations on cases are available in eight

waves, thoseof 1966, 1967, 1966, 1969, 1970, 1971, 1973; and 1975. However,

the 1973 wave did not ascertain the hourly wage rate. Rather than attempt

the wholesale interpolation of wage rates for this wave, it iedeleted. How-

ever, information on whether a young man, was at work in 1973 is used in in-

ferring work experience in 1975. All but the 1970 and 1971 waves of the

survey collected information on how many Ideas in the previous calendar

year a young, man worked. All waves have questions on how.many hours a week

the young man typically worked. Consequently, more information is available

than simply whether the young man was at work during the interview, the kind

dfdatasetforwhichDitwas developed. However, hours worked per week have

to be interpolated between ihterviews«-, Consequenty, it is necessary to

cancel heteroskedastic error trom this interpolation, from the interpolation

o.owof weeks,or hours Worked past missing observations on these variables, and

from the interpolation of weeks worked per year over longer periods than a

,year. Work: experience is computed as:

- X
it i(t-1) ) (W/52) (H/40)

4
where,
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, .

W = weeks worked in iltvious year

hours worked in typical week.

An observation on a young man enters the analysis if he is known to be

in the labor force at the time of an interview. 011bsrvations, not ,cases',

are the unit of analysis. However, observations over timeon a case are not

independent. The "effective N" (Ki .sh 1967, p. 162) is conservatively taken

as the number of cases entering an analysis, rather than.the dumber of obser-

vations. Cases are weighted by the reciprocal of, the number of olfervations

on them. Cases are also weighted by the inverse of the sample weights, that

is cases from over-sampled strata are constrained to be a proportionately

smaller fraction of the cases entering the analysis and vice versa for cases

for under-sampled strata. The formula used is given in the footnotes ,to

Table 1. All available observations are used; the basis for hypothesis

testing is the number of cases in'the sample; the under-sampling or over-
.

sampling of-various strata 4011, universe are compensated for, Regressions`

are estimated with Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (S.P.S.S.)

(Nie et al. 1975) so the weights are put in a form usable by S.P.S.S. The

equivalent algebraic transformation of the regression equation would be to

multiply each equation through by the
square

roll! of the weight and then

.estimate coefTlcients,with least squares.

The effect of work experience inferrafrom longitmOinal data on the

natural logarithm of hourly wage is estimated for equation,2.1. The effect

of work experience using the A-S-,6 formula on the natural,logarithm of

hourly wage is estimated for equation 2.2.

Yt b30 + b31Xit + b X
32 2c + b33X3 + b34X4C + e3tir Ir-trd

(2.1) '
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whereo,

c

+ b
42

X
2t

+ b
43

X
3
+ b

4
5X

5t
+ e

4t

Y
t

=°natural log of hourly earnings at wave.t

X
It

= age in yeats at wave t

X2t= education in years of schooling at wave t

X
3

= color (1=black, 0=oihai)
,

.

X
4t

= work experience inferred from longitudinaldata, in full-time

equivalent months

X
5t

= work experience estimated with Age-Schooling-6 formula, in

months (work experience before age 14 set to zero).

(2.2)

The coefficients of equations 2.1 and 2.2,are estimated in two steps. The

first step involves the estimationrui d p, a coefficient of first-order auto-

correlatton, for each equation, 7,987 observations on !).,420 cases are in-

volved at this sap. The second step is elle. Orcutt transformaion using n

and the estimation of the transformed equations. Since the Orcutt transforma-
:

r

tion requires the absence of missing data, the number of observations add

'cases are cut down to 5,340 observations and 1,900 cases: The earnings and ,

(

education variable4 are missing data.
a

The regression coefficients areftisplayed in,Ta-ble 1. A.*s camVbe readily
,

seen, one would arrive at very 1ifferent conclusions about theltpaCt of age,
.

A

education, and experience on earnings depending o hich measure of experience

is used. ..I.rst,one has to choose between age and educationliis4n explahatary

hvariable if one wants to use A -S -b. One does nut-with experiente)inferred

0 t:
from a longitudinal survey. The A-S-6 equation over-estimates the imPact

of education and experience on earnings because it not controlling for.

the.effect of age on earnings.

a
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The computation of it relies onca number of assumptions. It is cumber-

esome. If it can be eliminated. without serious impict on the estimation of
L-...-,

. 4 ..,

regressiongoefficients, use of work'ex-periente inferred by interpolation

,

from longitudinal data would be facilitated. There are two other reasons.,
.., A

for wishing to discard D
it. First,.its formulation presumes , that work -

o .

experience,is known vt the first wave of the lopgitudiaal survey. Without
. 4- I o t ' ,
use se of A-S-5(6), twestimate work.experience in this wave, cases haVb to

0. . I
,.

,be (stricted to those which can reasonably "be assumed'to Ilave.no.Work ex-t
petienceatthefiTstwave..IfD.,can be discarded, than A-S-5(6) estimatess

li
- o'f work experience at .the first wavertan be used And a mt.Qch 'larger number '-

. .

a..

. of cases can be incorporated into ail analysis. Secondly, it is reasonable. . .

o r
toasyf work-experiepce4squaresi.is related. to'ln hour1)7 wage. Theory

, .

suggests it should b4 and, net.'of work experience, should.haVe 'A 'negative
-.,

.

'' . .,sign,indicating'e,arly work experience, having more of a'n effect on hourly
,e.

0 A
% earnings than later work experience. However, division by it of equation 2.1 . 410,

. - ,.

,,.. , . .. 4: P.with a work-experience-squared term dOes-not eliminate the hetero4edast&c, ..

.
, A , ,

. . ompopent' bf the disturbance term". 'If division of. equation .1 by D
t
ris '

- ii
ob..

. ,superliubus, then a.work-experierice-'Squd'red-terM can be ineraueed. 'Column 1
, .- . 4 '- b. .. 't

. -
ofTagle,2,presents.the coefficients of equP.tipn 2.1 estimated Without division.

.. .1- ,,. . 'A/ , ,
...

. '.of-the equation by Dit. The coefficients of the bnweightedsuation are'vir-.,
1%40.o. ,h-

.

-' ,'tually identical to those of. the-weighted equation. While tilis.,cdmparipan
4' -"- 4..,AN , . . *_

,. .
does not.proi,ethat the D

it
's can be discarded-with'every data °set ..4.t

.
r A. , -. '41

tt

I

a

-st'reilgthenS.6the case fqr'dqing so. .

.

, 4.

.
. .

N' ',
... . . :

.

. (Table 2 about ohl.vre

..

..7..

1

,. . -

, t
.:

I

I-. *-

"
%..)

.

.11

1

q ,
eg.ie

1. J.a.

4 4
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°

Would it be possible to discard the first several waves of.the study,

but retain lAiOrmation from them on work experience, and then estimate equa- :.4. .. % C
. , ,

# .. . . (%

t'

. ..
tion 2.1 without division by D ? This would be an acceptable procedure- if the

.. . a i
t.

....; ..z.t . ..s.

Disapptoach 1.0 quickly with successive waves of the study. A glance at...
.

'. -

12.

Table 3, towevfer, 'shOws thattiecause dfl information on weeks worked in 197,a7:
.. . 4 , .

1 i'V it's do 01 settle down=verl quickly to
. .4.--

.tfi . . i ,
. . . .

, .

. y
1.0. DIscardinvth

A
e D

IC' s 'is something of'a kisk since It cannot be justi-
.

.6 .
.

fied ciletne'grounds that the D. 's have closely approximated 1:0 at anypointLt
, . .-

.

,,
from t.;iie 1966 to,tt 11175 wave of the study.

o (Ta6.1.e. 3 about here

-However; since theipoefficients of ti)e'unadjUsw2d regression equation-

are virtual157 identical tq those ut the adjusted equation, let us'make bold
A

.

-enoughtOwrIat,happegs,ift.heD.'s disc rded and an interpo-`see
st .

i

lated Work-experience-squared term is added,. The results_are ip.columns 2,
.

. .

*..
.

. 41°and 3 of able 2. There is a' stroll); non-linea.rity-in the relationship-be--,. .4..,.0
0 C-

. tween inferred work experienCe and the natural log of hou'rlY'Whges. The ..

, t

Aof Y %' *

coefficient of the work - experience- squared term is negativZ an0 statistically

(significant, as expected under Human Capital Theory (cf. Mincer 1974), Its

standardized-codificient shows that the non-ltnerit); in ihe.relat67nghip
a

betdeen length of interred work experience and 1,4 hourly age
,

vIfr
ativelo the r:Aationships be,tween the other vaxiableg and In hourly wage.

A .

The coeffAien "inferred work experience becomes larger with inferred

work-experietc red in the equatioO. indeed a.glance at the standardized
'4'.

coefficients in column 3 of Table 2Aws that interred work experience and

inferred wofk-experience-squared art\ the largest t4c.urs in that regression,

1argerln their relationship with in hourly wage than ad; education, or bjing

black.

I

'cc

(
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,CONCLUSIONS °

0 This pap; has reviewed problems with conventional measures of work

' experience, "age mites schooling minus tive (or six) years,", or a singre

retrospective question on job histo ry. A new measure of work experience is

' proposed which infers work experience from whether a person is working doting

the interviews of. a longitudinal survey. Linear interpolation is used to

make this inference. Possible error involved in this inference is dilcussed

and an estimator of it is developed, DD. Data from the National Ldngitudinal

-Surveys'of the Labor Market Experience 4 Young Men are4used to compare
101/

. .

estimates'of the relationship between work experience inferred by interpala-

t,ion and the natural 1'ogarithi of hour wage and that of work experience

from- the A..S-6 estimator. The'regress \quation with work experience in-
.

terred by interpolation is divided through by the estimator of error incurrdd,

by this process, , to eliminatd keteroskedasticity due to'error in an 'ex-

planatory vat-fable. Both equations are Orcutt transformed because of posi-

tive autocorrelation. Use of A-S-6 to estimate experience requires that
ti

either age or education be excluded as explanatory variables., This paper

excludes age, the usual decision in etonomic studies. The resu lting esti-

mates of the relationship of education and experience to earnings are in-.

flatted by fature to control for age.

Estimation of the relationship between work experience inferred through

interpolation) and log wages is attempted without division of the regression

equation by Dit. Coefficient estimates are virtually identical between the

two equations. If inferred work-experience-squared is added to this equa-

tion, both it.and inferredislork experience have large, statistically sig-

nifitant relationships with lug wakes. The sign of the work-experience-.

so
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squaredvariable is negative, as predi,...ted by Human Capital Theory. Work

experience interred by intlrpolation from longitudinal' data is amore viable

indicator of work experience than the estimator A-S-5(6), which ignores-'
1

the longi,tudipal information contained in a longitudinal 'data set, because*,

it,makes many tower inaccurate assumptions and beaeuse ft permits controls

for age and education when a test for the impact of work experience on earn-
s

ings is Verformed.

1 1.
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1. Estimates of Coefficients of Equations 2.1-
#

and 2.2
a

(ln $1975)

Equation 2.1
Unstandardized Standardized

Equation 2.2
Unstandardized Standardized

,4e (in years) . '.05p* .4063*
i ,

Highest Graft Completed ..0172* ,.0864* .0678**
4.

.2096*

Color (lblack, 0=other) , w -.1508* .0715* .-.1355* -.0619*'1

0Inferred Work Experience (in
full time equivalent months) .0011*, 0666*

-.. '

Work Experience from A-S-6
(months)

.0048* .2808*

Constant

R
2

ti14 ons
c

61f-E4sa.r.ma

N of tasesc

1.7

fficient of Autocorrelation

,

-.0292 .1756

.2736 .1073

5,340 5,340

1,900 1,900

.3928 .4813

a
Observations,are on young men, aged 14.-1 in 1966, in labor fOrce,and not missing data in'two con-secutive waves. Estimates are from Orcutt transformed equations.

Tbis quantity -equals bA/(1-i) where b*
0

is the intercept of the Orcutt transformed regression and 13
is the coefficient of first-order autocorrelation estimated over all t-1, t pairs of observations.



11
. Table 1 continued

CAll observations are weighted by the, reciprocal of the dumber of observations on an individual
appearing in the sample, making the effective N the number of cases rather than the number of
observations in the analysis. Observations are also °weighted by the inverse of the probability
of,in individilal's being sampled, i.e., oversampled strata are constrained to be proportionately
a smaller fraction, of "Cases entering the analysis and vice versa for undersampled oases.

tI

The formula used to compute the weight association with any observation is:
N J

[N..) (N)] (w..h)] (J)]
23 13

1'1 j=1
4

where w.!_= sample weight of 'per'son i appearing with the jth observation on case i;ij

N = total number of people in an analysis,;

3 = total number of observations at different times on person i.
1

This weighting procedure permits the use of statistics developed for simple random sampling at a
single point in time, while using all available information. In the Orcutt transformed equation,
the weight of the observation in the tth wave'rather than the t-1st wave. is used.

*Coefficient is statistically significant at the .05k1evel according to an Ftest.

Not estimated.

Sou;ce: National Longitudinal Survey of the Labor Marke t Experience of. Young Men (Center for
Human Resource Research, 1976).

4-
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2. Estimates of Coefficients of Modific/atitns of Equation 2,1
a

( n $1975)

4
St

Equation 2.1
Equatioq 2.1 not divided through

by D; and with aiddition of
not divided,
through by D

unstandardized

inferred-work-expettience-
squared es explanatory variable

unstandardized standardized

-Age (in years) .0493* .0400* .2070*

Highest Grade Completed . .0193* .0193* 0604*

Color (1=black, 0=other) -.1290* -.1232* -.0575*,

Inferred, Work Experience
(in full-time equivalent
months) .0011* .0065* .4031:

Inferred-Work-Experience-
.Squared -.000037* -.3038*

Constant -.0044 .0612

R
2

.12197 .13237 k

N of observations 5,340 5,340

N of cases 1,90.0 1,900

,Coefficient of Auto-6
correlation .4775

\
.4693

a
See footnotes of Table. 1.

\,
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t

3. eiins and Range of pits by Wave of Longitudinal Surveya

Mean Miniuiuw Maximum

1967 (2nd wave), 1.76 1.00 3.90

1968 (3rd wave) 1.66 1.00 _ 2.76
$

1969 (4th wave) 1.67 1.00 2.36

1970 -(5th wave) 2.17 1.63 2.60.

1971 (6th wave) 2.09 , 1.68 \ 2,02

1975 (8th .wave) 1.78 1.66 1.98,

.a
D. for 1966 is defined as 1.0., However, because ofIthe Orcutt
it

transformation it is not used.

rI
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CHAPTER F

RETURNS TO WOMEN AND MEN FUR WORK EXPERIENCE

1
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ABSTRACT OF CHAPTER FIVE

*51

It war* experience is meabured by the formula, age-schooling-six(five),

it ai)liears that returns in hourly wages to work ex'perience are much)larger.
4

for men than women. This paper inters work' experience from whether people

are working when they are interviewed in a langicudinal study, t.e., inde-

pendently of age and schooling. Women and men aged
W

24 to 31 and 33'1 respec-\

tively,in the U.S. labor force have about thd same rate of return to a

full-time equivalent month of work experiencd'Amt men are paid more as they
C

age., regardless of work expenience,,and women are not. This tendency to

pay young men. more with age explains, all the gap between the hourly wages

of women and men. A persoll's returns to ,work experience have little!rela

tionship to what that person haslearned by working, that is individual
)

*
°i/ariation in job-learned skills has almost no0'elationship to individual

'variation in haur age.

I
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Sawhill (1973) and King (1977). have found that much of the wage gap

between women and men is due to different rates of return to work experience,

measured as the length of time a person h4s worked. There are five principal

explanations fur why men's work experience results in higher wagts than

women's. One is that worn':; qualiri(ations, including job-learned skills,

are arbitrarily discounted in thc labor market. A Second explanation is that,

on tile average, women tend 1...; work in jobs in which diere are fewer valuable

skills Another explanation is that what people learn by working

becomes obsolete or'is.torgotten it a person stops working for
1r
a period, which

women db. with greater trequeficy than men (Women's Bureau, 1969). These first

three explanations are consistent with the nto-classical economics of wage

determination, often called
.

"human tyital theory" )( cf. Becker, .1975; Mincer,

.

1974). A fourth explanation is thdi the finding of grew retur)hs to men's
v., ,

,. - ,

',,
.. .

experielce is an artifact of the. way work: experience is measbred.. )Most. ...

. ,

studies measure work experience by an estimate of the lengthof time a per-
,

.*:,

son has been out of full-time eduCation, which likely over-estimates women's,

work experience and under-estimates:that of men. A fifth expieltion, not
, .

at ail.consiste t with human eaptt41 thebry,1s that'men are paid more 4s

,they_ age-and acquire dependents, that is, on the basis of status and the t.

needs of that status, .not because 04 the on-the-job learningl and that

women are not similarly 'rewarded.. Such a pattern of paying men ,accordinga

-1, *

to age and - number of dependents 1..t4 publicrrrecogniied procedure in
1'.

P
AJapan and part of the institution,ot Nenko (cf...*Kass4, 1976). Nenko

)

.

is an expression of a patriarchalism not' wideje thought to exist in any

4-4.
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.
one year, 3)t at peqe work the's,lime number- of hours a week, the same

231

bob vestigial farm In the United States. This paper examines these explan-

ations of the gap between 'the returns to the work experieuc of women and

men.

Studies which have round gender differential returns to work experience

,estimate length of work experience by the formulp, 'age minus schooling minus

six'. (or five, if kindergarten is treated as a year of school), or A-S-6(5)

,,tor short. This is estimate of the length of time a person has been out

of tull-time schooling. It is only an approximation to the lenith, of timeta

person has worked, known to be more accurate for men than women since women

are less likely to.spend all the time since leaving schuril working (Polachek,

1975). Of courSe,,since length ui time spent working is only an iAlicator

ot what a person has learned, use of A,S-6(5) is a rough approximation to

an indicator. This paper employs a moreaccurate:estimator of the length of
4°.

timer a-person his wo ked, and then refines this indicator df on-the-job

leaning further by Specifying the types of tasks and levels of task com-

plexity a person p rforms in working, differentiating between people whose

work offers many r ch and on-going oppoxoniles to learnand.those whose

workoffers'littl . We will see whether there are i4ende1 differential

rates of returns to work experience and on-the-job learning measured these
%

ways,

a.,
Let us revi w'Ume of they shortcomings of A-S-6(5) as a measure of work

' -experience. It alres nine unsubstantiated assumptions:' 1) that the,ransi- -

Lion from schoo to work occurs cmice.and that these actdvittes do not overlap,

2), that people omplete a grade (A school in the same length of time, i.e,,
\

41
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numbetof weeks a year, in 4) jobs whlLh otter 'exactly the same opportunities
9

to learn the same skills, 5) that people will learn whatever there is to

by working at the same rate, 6) that people will haVe spent the same

proportion of time since the end of tormal education working, 7) that work

experience is not distinct from ageand education (and so4all three variables

may not be entered simultaneously as ee,planatory variables to a regression

procedure) 8) that young people cannot acqu ire work experience if they are

engage&in schooling, and 9) that the variance in a birth cohort's work

experience decreases as if ages, when, in %all probability, it increases.

It loritudiadi data are available, use of A-S-6(5) ignores the longi-

tudinal part of the information in the data set. One can improve the measure-

meat of work experience by,usitg the following rules to establish work

.experience from whaI a person is doing at the time of an interview and from

information on the length of time between interviews:

1. if a person is working in both waves t and t-1, the intervening
.

time is added to his or°her tally of work experience,

2. if a person is working at either wave t or wave t-1, one-half of

the intervening time is added to the tally of work experience,

3. if the peraomis working during neither wave, th no work experi-

ence is added.

\Work experience to .wavy t the ,sum of uork experience inferred for each

period between interviews and_up to and'including the interview of wave t.o

'J.inear interpolation such asby rules #1-3 can incur error, and since this

a

error is an error in an explanatory variable in a cwgieSsion procedure,
, .

.
-/

...
can be shown that this technique .01. interring expelrience introduces.hetero-

9 k

IL

. .skedasticity into he regrIssiov. Aligle.(1979) has woriCeid opt a technique.
.

.

, . 1
(

n r)

I

"
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' for avoiding this heteryskedastftity with weighted least squares and shows

that on one longitudinal survey clL least that' tnterpulated work experience'

is more accurate than the A-S-6(5) .stimate: .This. tet-;t used iltformatiod

on weeks worked gathered in three consecutive waves ul a longitudinal
O

suEvey to compare with estimates made with the above rules and A-S-6{5).

. 1If' not being used to test the acA;pracy of interpolated work experilnce, infor-
.

,

oration on weeks and, ours worked can 6e incorporated in the interpolated

.

estimates of work experience by addusting estimates up or'down deRendibg

on .how many weeks a year a person works and how many hours a week. Angle"

and Wissman (196Q) shoF,that as Lora, as there is not.a great de41 of data

missing trum a longitudinal survey,' estimates of regression coefficients

are robust it the special weighting procedure tor error incuzed throUgh

interpolating experience is not useq.

It is clear ehatinterpolated work experience, is superior to cork

experience estimated from the A-S-6(5) formula, but is it superior to

'experience measured by questions uu recalled work experience? That Eqst, .

has\ not yet been made. The 'answer 'is clearly contingent on how-far back

a respondent is asked to remember work experience. Interpolated work

expeyience' is\base&on responses to, the questiorlt of what the respondent

is doing at the timeiof the interview, involving little effort at recall.

Retrospective questions on work exkciyncemay ask the respondent for

information on work experience many }ears bture. bet:ails blur. A retro-

spective work experience question t :h seriously underestimate Che experience
Iof those employed in a Ilost Of jot, -or part-time. In., general, recalled

b,

Work experience may be acceptably well measured f r people with stable

4 A
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' I fl
}

b° 0 ' d4'
: .. - . .a.,

,. le , .employment, but for people whose,.'.mploymenc has been part-tiTei haphazard,

of
whb. o

-
-

o have changed occ4atium, trequently,' It may be delinent. n.niiii

empluymtnit stability and ability t,: rel_ail past juts iire probably cor'Rl.,1....11
°

4 .111p
with variables whfC.11 will 1)e.t.:,.2d Lo explain wages., e trurs in the 7neasut.17-

\.

uent. ,oL experiencewill,be cotr.,lat.,.d with other exPlanatory, varf s,---such.. .. .

. '. co....
.

as age and education inqhe.regressiun or wages on .!'..pktfience. It N:'
'.', , .

. .- °-. . . t..- ....

of suchelementary' to 'lloW that the'existent.t. or 'ercors ititiilips'heterusA4dst-
-

ft.

,
1.

%,..
' !f

i C, i ty.

. °a .,, : 1,

. ' ImprOvement in the measurement of work expe.riCnce lies fp the .m-otfle
,

.
...

...
. .

. 4,

.; I
* - i oY°TreLiSe measurement of tic. lenhth of time a peKson hawurked. ImsoVemeat

°.

. .
.

..
-... ..4 0,-in whe measurement or what a pcison 14rns by y-workillg could take a number of

.6 s.

- -'
lidais. rhe arm offered here is to give intormati6n ono,the type and liiiveA!0 l

i;

V-of complxity of the tasks which a person performs in working. Use ot work

experience to e,xpratn wages is predit.atedon the assuaiption, in' human

theory, that the longe'r a peron works, pie- more she or 'heJeard's'relevant

to creating wealth in,4 unit ut Lime, warginal productivity. Some jobs

clearly oftpr more opportunities to learn than others., Jobs with complex t

tasks abvidusly offer more opportunities to learn than jobs with simple
.

tasks, whiche.are soon tiaste'red and performed'repetitiously with no
,

'tunity for further learning. This indicator - of on-the-job learning takes' '

.4It
the conventional assumpt =ion underlying the use of length of time worked, or

work experience, to explain a person's wage rate, i.e.; that people learn.

valuable skills by work g, .and MakOS It more lecurate, by 'partitioning

time spentiin simple jobs whet.- therk- is little to learn from more complex

jobs where there is more to learn. ,hIL indicator istan improvement -on

the::conventional indicator, not d 14aic.41 departure.

4 vti
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The Dictionary'of Occupational Tif.rs,,,(1).e.T.)' Third and Fourth Edi

.. ;) It- 'tions.(0.. Departmentor Labor, X965; k977), uses three scales of the cum

I.,.1. ,
..

7

.. ',. . R .
..

kI,. , ,..

plexity of :tas involved in ,an occupation: These are the "worker function

scalesi" 'better kolown as the 'people, data, things' scales. Each'misurea

.0e*ijgh,es level of [Ask complexity encountered by d person in working,
.,1 . . ,

... 'with people, data, or things, .three tundipmenpal4imeosions of. tasks. This....

1 ,

. ler takes the length of tit people work in oAupations-with ditferent

,
.

.4 ,
i7- % 49- , N

t,
paxiinum, le' lle

jfi

s of complexity with people, dag taN,Ma.n.d things as the' meagure.
..

..,

o. f what. therq,is to learn from working a in an decupation. Use of s indi.40. -
I. 4 r " , .

0 .. . A , -.: -o, ,.

....4(.- ca -tot. 1)ermits the separaelooki,ot t-Fle,eitectiot onthejub learning oi wages,

i.
,.:' V pd40:0 ,

.""- 1 frog that of other possible etiects of longevity of work experie ce: the
' - , ' I

,..
.

,

ettu. of seniority either iorcalited by, contract or by th ie nformal prObctice
.,

i .
6 of ri; ardingpeople with more experience or by taking a person's last wage -

. --.

0

as exfdence of their marginal pruductivit.y, giving the experienced the option..,..
.

,,:l. . 410
.

.et keeping their presenwage or applying for a better paid oppoitunity
' .

and gradually, raising their wages.

The worker function scales Originally were developed at the end of,

1 World War II to facilitate the demobilization of British troops. Indivi
t

Iduals were told what civilian occupations their military occupations had
1.1

given them experience in by matching the protiles of their military occupa

tiow with civilian occupations do these scales. The Tople,,data, things
c,

scales haVe 'use validity', that is, they were devised in necessity as a

thorough yet simple analysis ut an occupation's tasks. Theyhave proven

in practice to be a usetul way of aaalyzing what tasks are invol'vedin a
. -

job. The scales were adopted by the U.S. EmployMent Service the early
.



1950's with some modification (Broom et al., 1977). These modified scales

art! intended to order dilterent tasks froththe less complex to the more

complex and to be hierarchical, that is, for the more complex scale posi-

tions to subsume the less complexscale positions. See Figure 1. Question
o

has been raised whether this hierarchical relatidnship exists, particularly

for the people scale (Walther, 1960). Broom et al. (1977) have suggested

that the4ordinality and hierarchicality of the scales would be less open to
4

a

question if there were fewe.r poin.ts on them. In their use of the scales,

they combined categories. Their method of combining categories has been

adapted in this paper. Kiln and Schooler (1973), Temme (1975), as\well as .

Broom et al. (1977) have recognized that the people, data, things scales

are the only measure of job LoutLut and complexity now extant which can

be used in conjunction with national labor force surveys, and; consequently,
4

are uniquely valuable tools tor the analysis of occupations despite what

imperfections they may have. Teume (1975) aggregated the people, data,

things scores of the D.O.T. to-the level of the 1960 Census occupation codes,

e much grosser occupational classification scheme. His people, data, things

-scores for each of the:1960 Census occupation codes are averages weighted
4

by the number of people in each or the D,O.T. occupations in the October,

1966 Current Population Survey, cOnducted by the U.S. Bureau of the Census.

The occupations of respondents of this survey were coded by both the Depart-

ment of Labor coders who used the hictionary;of Occupational Titles codes
. .,-

and the U.S. Bureeau of the cenbw, occupation coders 'who used the 1960 GensusiN

-cocls. ti.S Yong as. the ipople, data, things scares are\ordinal and have seven

or more categories, it is acceptable to assign interv.:1 numbers to each

category (Labovitz, EWO, Kim; 1)15).,%
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Data.

The National Longitudinal Surveys of Labor Market Experience (N.L.S.)

(4 young women.andyoung men use the 1960 ensus occupation codes and so

perthit the matching of a D.O.T. occupation code and its data, people, things

scores (cf. Center for Human Resource Research, 1976). The surveys of the

young women and men are used instead of the older men and women because it ,

is easier to estimate the_total time spentodorki4pof 'the young than of the

old since there is less of it and ufte knows that, by Census definition, a

person's experience in the civilian labor force on his or her fourteenth
54

birthday is zero. There are 5,22Ayoung men in ttae N.L.S. study of young

men. These, were aged.14 to 24 years in 1966. ThZ!), were interviewed in

1966, 1967, 1968,1969, 1970, 1971, 1973, and 1975. They were 23 to 33

years of age in 1975. There are 5,159 young women, -`aged 14-to 24 years

as of 1968, and interviewed in 1968, 1969,.070,, 1971, 1972, 1973, and

1975. The young women were 21 tip 31 years of age in 1975. Only observa'

tions on people who have clearly began to make the transition from full
. Alw

time 'Study to fulltime work a4 entered into the analysis of returns

to experience. Many economists prefer a "Commencement" model of work

activity in which the transitioi\from education to work is assumed to be

instantaneous (Mincer, 1974). The "Commencement" Model is a poor descrip.

tion of reality, Ilut the need to draw-an arbitrary line between those

primarily engaged in education and those primarily engaged in work remains

since, returns'to experience can only be properly measured for those who

have committed themselves or have\been permitted to comfit themselves to
. .

. . , .

working. It is useful ti' have a minimum age for inclusion in the analysis



. .

bidet! the relationship between earnings arid' education or experience may

. .
be quite ditterent for the well .arid poorly educated at a young age .from

7 .
,

1

what it will be during most 01 thkir working lives. To avoid these prob

lems this study used the totlowing criteria to make the distinction -between

th6se primarity engaged in work and those primarilyengaged in somethingj

elge.: for inclusion, an observation ou d young person must be on one who

is at least 24 years of age, and works at least30 VOW'S dWeck. in M.'S br

i.

her current job. lft data on whether the person is working 30 hours

io

week are missing, the number*ot hours worked a week ig.estimated by linear

interpolation from other wave:, of the'longiLudinal survey. Observations

on people making less than 25it an hour are discarded since the natural

.

logarithm of hourly wage is taken as the dependent variable and this trans-
.

formation dots not yield meaningful /alues for hourly observation's near

zero. Observations on people with data missing on a Variable,which enters4

the analysis are also discarded.

Observations, not eople, are selected for analysis. If a young_per-

6 .

.son does not meet the riteria for inclusion in one wve of he N.L.S., he

1.:

.

or she m4Y?iri another wave. ' Table 1 displlYs the numbers of olpserviotis;

.
,

on women and men' which enteF.thee.4,nalysis by each wave of the survey. As 1

can. be seen, most:' of the observations are from the more recent waves since

the respondents are order in these and« more likely to be 24 years of age

or older and working. 'Mere.' are to observations, on women it 1966_ and 1967.

since they were not surveyed in these years, and nv observations on men

in 1972 'for the same reason. There arq no observations on men in 19.73
1

since information ontheir hourl.y puy rate was not ottained in that wave.

flr 0
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However, information on hOurs and weeks wprked in 1973 is used in estimating

work experience. There aro 4,106 observations on.1,780 young women and

observations,on 2,890 young men in the analysis.,

Observations on the same _person over time are,nut independent. The

"effective N" (Kish, 4965:162) ut the sample for the purpose of hypothesis

Les ,ing is conservatively Laken tu by the-number of cases, not the number

of observations, in an analysis`. Casts are weighted by the reciprbcal of

the,aUm6er of observations on them. Cases are also weighted by, the inverse

of the sample weights, that is, L,ISCh trUm over - sampled strata are constrained '

to be proportionately smaller fractiun of the cases enteeing the analysis

and vice versa for cases from under-sampled strata. See the footnotesof

1 Table 2 for the formulation of this technique. This weighting technique

. permits the maximum use of available information while permitting the use

of statistics .wlach assume sinwle random sampling in which the number of
k

independent contribut'un's 6-Ainiotmatiun i,s the same as, the number of cases

° observed. i ,a

It is possible that there are aUtocurrelated disturbances in regression

,0
equations estipated with this dataset. however, .co' Of

autocorrelation in order to perf.k.)rm au Orcutt.lransformation would entail

0 the loss of a massive proportion of the data-set, Cbmputing a coefficient

-

4 of autocqrrelation requires an estimate of the disturbances in'both the

't'th and 't-l'st cTies... Thus all ob8"ervations on young men in 1975 would
, -:

be lost since the 't-l'st wave, 1'973, Is missing data on hourly p#y rate. Also,

computation of the coefficient ut'autocorrelation at't and t-1 requires that

both ob'servations meet the criteria for selection into 'the analysis and that
. - a m

3
. ft

ofry
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neither is missing an observation. The conditions. decimate the available
1

obServations. Whatever gain in efficiency of estimation that would be

gained by an Orcutt transtormation is offset by the biasing of the data set

through the loss of observations.

Analysis

We want to find ont'wtiether women and men appear to have different rates

of return to their work experience because of the'way thaPexperience is

measured either by interpolation from longitudinal information or by the

A -S -b formula. We want to examine the relationship between gender and work

experience but we want, to simultaneously impose a number of controls to

eliminate the effect of variablestwhich
are,very likely more basic in wage

determination than the factors which create any difference in the rate of

return by gender. These very basic factors we want to control for are of

v

se .
.,two. ,two kinds: I) measures of skill acquisition, and 2) basic ascribed statuses

which people reaCt, to and discriminate on. Skill acquisition is measured

'by three variables: formal education (highest grade completed in school),

whether the person has received on-the-job training, and work experience.

The basic ascribed statuses which Ire controlled for are: age, color,

parental social class, and gender. The explanation of wages in terms of

these factors is called the "baseline model," because it creates a baseline

frcimswhich the effect of the interaction of gender and work experience on

wages is measured. Also included in the baseline model is an experience-

squared term,, intended to measure the widely observed tendency for. work

Vt.
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experience to yield a smaller return per month as it becomes longer and '

longer.

'There are two baseline models, One for each way experience is measured.
_

Equation #1 is the baseline model for work eperienco interpolated from a

longitudinal survey. Equation #2 is the baseline model for work experience

measured by the A-S-6 formula. When A-S-6 is used as an explanatory variable

e in a regressionequation, age or schooling has to be excluded as an explan-

atory variable to preventsmulticollinearity. The A -S -b variable use here

has been non-linearly franstormed, i.e., all experience before the age of

14 is set to zero; so'it is technically possible to, enter age, schooling

and this transici&ed to A-S-6 variable simultaneously as explanatory variables.

410

However, this A-S-6 contains little information beyond what is in age and

schooling,and so one of the three is excluded-. We, follow the convention

;among economists.of pretending that ,age is irrelevant to wages and exclude

age from the regression. The natu=ral logarithm of hourly wage is takenas

the dependent variable, instead of hourly wage untransfoimed, for statistical

reasons (Stolzenberg, 1975; Griffin, 1978).

ln.Y
t
=b0 +b1 X

lt
=b2 X

2t
=b3 X

3f
+ b4X4 + b5X5 + b6X6 +,13X

9

+ b
8
(X

7t
)
2
+ e

1
eq.1'

lnY=b+bX +bX +bX+bX+bX+bX
t 0 1 lt 2 2t 4 4 5 5 6 6 9 9t

1310(X9t)

2

e2.
eq. 2

where,
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In Y = natural logarithmsof hourly wage it current job

X
It

= highest grade completed

X
2t' = on-the-job training (1=some training, 0=none)

X
3t

= age in years

X
4

= color (1=black; 0=dther)

X
5

.= gender (1=fenlale, 0=male)

X
6 = parental sdcial class (Duncan socio-economies index

$core of occupation of head, of household when resppn-

dent was 14)'

X
7t

= length of work experience interpolated from longi-

tudinal data (in full-time equivalent months)
9

X
9t = length ot work experience estimated'from A-S-6

(in years)

Length of,work experience measured by interpolation from people's work

activity at the time of their being interviewed in a longitudinal survey
N ' .

includes part-time work'and work before they left full-tiMe schdoling. It0
N AOis adjusted by the number of weeks and hours a person works. Each unit in

.

. which interpolated experience is measured is the,full-time elluivalent'of a
-..

straight-time month, i.e., four weeks of forty hours., Interpolted work
..,,

,

t
4 -I

experience is".correlated only .59 with length of work expetrisence measured'.
,., I °

by the A-S-6 formula- The average lengths of work experience for:the :

or ,

-

: / ,,..-
obselikatiOns on women and men who are in,the regression analySfic are 0.6

full -time equivalent months for, women and 102.4 full-time equivalent, months
. , ,- .

.
, ,-

.
.for men.when inferred by interpolation from a ldngitudinal survey and 8/4

,
',.

.41.
,

,

ao
' , .months for women and 93.1 months tor men when estimated' y the Ai:,S-6 formula.

. 1 0 0 #
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.The A-S-6 formula over-estimates women's experience aid under-estimates

that of men. The use of A-S-6 to estimate the difference between-the

rates of return to .e;cperience ot women and men is questionable.

Let us sere whether the use of A-S-6 leads to different estimates of the

rate of return to experiences irom what would be arrived at with measuring

work experience by interpolation trots alongitudinL surveyt Let us compare

the unstandardized coefficients ot thu two variables. The unstandardized

coefficients of interpolated experience are in column 1. of Table,2 and the

unstandardized coefficients ut A-S-b are measured in years, so'the coMpariso6

reqUires making the units ut measurement the same. We multiplyithe cueffi-
.

cient of interpolated experience, .00326, by 12 and the coefficient of inter -

polated experience squared -.000011, by 144. Even `though the two measures

of work experience are only correlated .59, thesestimates of returns to'

experience anti tli rate of decrease of this return with greater experience

are almost the same.

p Interpolated Experience ;$-6
r

. Experience (in years) .0912 :0067

:Experience Squared

s,,(inyears squared) -.W158° -.00138

Interpolated experience estimates the rate of retuen to a year of ork

experience to be An e .0391.2
or 4 pet-Lent increase in teourly wage wherea

the A-S-Ey estimate of the increase in wages with an additional year of/, xper-
.

ience is e or 4.5 percent. Howevejthe equation with A-S-6 does.
..04367

- not control for the increase ofswages, amongioung workers, with age,

estimated to be 1.3% per year in the equation with interpolated experfende.

'

A
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Estimating

that, among

experience.

914

experience by interpolation trom longitudinal data shows

workers, age has an effect on wages independent Of work

A-8,6 the age.eftect is lumped Eogether with that:of

experience. ere is, however,'no radical discrepancy between the results

of the two joet\1 ds of estimating rate of eturn _to exkrience. The'other

coefficients of explanatory variables are about the same between the,equatins

with different w ys of estimating work experiehce, except of cbuese_for,

. the coefficient of age, which is anbitrapily set to zero 4n the A-S-6:

equation. If o e is just examininl; returns to experience, the lengthy

programmin g whit pes into estimating work experience by interpolation is

hardly worth the ijfortJ since it yields estimates which are virtually
. Aidentical to those available with the much simpler, if cruder,'A-S-6 esti-

mator:

. .

. .

Howevek, if the interaction term between gender and experience is
1

foimed and entered as an explanatory variable,' one sees that the techhiq6e

of estimating experience does affect one's conclusions dramatically. Use

of A-S-6 to estimate differential returns to experience by gender/results'

in an estimate of differential returns to experience by gender showing a

massive discounting bf' the experience of women. Se'e columns ,7 and 8 of

.Table 2. Use of interpolated exp4ience leads to a much smaller.

estimate of the disC&InSing Of. women's experience. When adjusted for the
,

difference in units, (interpolated experience is in mon , the A-S-6

'estimate in yearS), one sees that the estimate of t e discounting of women's

'ex'perience with interpolated experience' is.only 22 percent of the magnitude

of the effect estimated with A -S -b. ,The A-S-6 equation, however, produces

o

s.

it*

n ..m
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a' smaller direct negative effect onwages of being female, .13222, as

opposed' to .27080 with interpolated experience. Both techniques show

costs to women for their gender, but the techniques suggest different ways

in which,ttiis cost is exacted. The equation with interpolated experience

suggests that most of the cost is simply a response to gender not a dis-
,

4!.

count,ing of skills women acquired by working, and vice versa for the equa-

tion with. A-S-6.

Is there any way to resolve this apparent indeterminacy?- It should be

remembered that A,S-6 is really a measure of age after tat: end of. schooling

not'a direct measure of Oork experience. - Since the variable, age, must be

lett out of the to-S-6 equation, A-S-b may, statistically, be acting as a

surrogate for age. With interpolated. experience, e, one can separate the effects

of experience ft:om those of age,-so'it is possible to 'test to see whether

there is a massive interaction between gender and age on wages. It is
.

.
-

possible that qe l coefficientcoefficent between gender and A-S-6 is reflecting
, . . .. .

such a large interaction.. The results of the addition of an age-gender

interaction to the baseline model with' interpolated experience is displayed

in columns land of Table 3. There is a massive interaction between

gender, and age. Its Coefficient shows that among young workers,'mensiare

paid more as they age. This equation also shows that the direct effect of

being female on wages is pgsitive, but Oat this positive effect its over-

,

whelmed by 'the much larger tendency to pay men more as they age, not because

of experience, but- because of age per se. Controlling for the effect on

wages of-this interaction between gender and age hardly alters the estimatee

of returns to experience. As columns 3 and 4 of-Table 3 show there is-no

103
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statistically signiticantinteraction between gender and work experience

net of the Interaction between gender and age. The returns to experience

are exactly the same for women as men. It is age not experience which is4

rewarded in men much more than women. As columns and 2 of Table 3 show

there is no tendency for the earnings of both sexes to increase with age.

The coefficient Of ageis not statistically significant neof the gender-
.

age anteraction-Onl( young men are paid more because of their increasing
t\",1

age, not young women. This finding is consistent with the existencd of a

covert Nenko. system in the United States in which young men's'wages increase

as they age and acquire dependents. it is this effect which Sawhill

(1973) and King (1977) observed and thought to be the result of a discounting
0

of women's experience. The finding of a massive inqractionbetween gender

and age, net 0.5, Wok experience, on wages contradicts the assumption of

human capital the ory that a person's wages are mostly re turns ion that per-

son's human capital. We have found that a very important component of a

person's wages is determined by social status, not human capital.

7
,Since there is only a small tendency

* for young men to receive more pay
t

4

than young women for a month of experience, net Of the custom'of paying

yoUng Glen more because of their age, the original reason for our looking into

returns to on-the-job learning has been removed. We had thought that

there might be a possibility that men had acquired experience in'more,

congpLex levels, on the average, than women, a possibility wh'ipt could

have explained a higher rate of return to their experience. However,

we have found something whiCh flatly

I Capital model of wage determination,
a

contradicts the established human

ssive tendency'to pay young

b.
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men more than young women as they age, bectiuse of their age. We can think:
t

of no possible' deduction from human.capital theory which can explain why
N

young men should develop human capital with age, controllihg for amount of-
-

wOrk experience,; and, young,,woffie.4 not.41.4,1t us look further. Perhaps the '

human capital theory deduction that anyone is paid more because of their

'indi7vidtal'ievel of skill, and thus theit individual marginal productivity,

is not'borne out -by (Alta.

z

Table 4 displays the results of three regressions. Each regression

is 4dentical.to equation #1, the baseline model of wages, which uses

-11

.'interpolated experience and interpolated experience (.4kiared as explanatory

variables. The estimates of the coefficients of this regression model
Or

are given id columns.1 and.2 of Table 2. The only 'difference is that the

regression equations of Table 4 subdivide interpolated experience into

the lengths of time a\person has worked at different levels of maximum

task complexity. There is one equation for tasks involving people,

another for data, and a third for tasks involving things.'
o

If experienCe with more kacomplex tasks had more of a positive effect

on wages than experience with less complex tasksone would expectan

I order. to the coefficients of work expedience, at,a particular task com-

plexity. The coefficients.o work experience at low task complexity'

ought to. be smaller than the -coefficients of work experieAe at high task

complexity and the coefficients of experience at low task complexity and

high task complexity ou ght to be different from the coefficient of work

experience undiffeLntiated by the level of task complexity at which it

was' acquired, or .00326 (column 1,-Table There-ls no clear patterning

105
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in the Loepicients of wurk experienceatitasks of diitesent complexities

in Table 4._ None of these coetticteots are statistically different !rpm

.00326 except the coefficient of experjencewith 'people at the highest

gr
level of complexity, which is, aga.inst prediction, lower than all the other'

coefficients, anSI the coefficient of experience.With things at the highest

level of task complexity: There -is very little evidence here that people

With more complex skills are paid more:than people with less complex skills.

There is little onto md4.ei response to individual skill differences.

These findings do not contradict the finding that people with longer work
K

experience are paid more because of it. It is clear, though',- that the

ot experience on wages is unrelated t d process ot learning jOb skills.

CONCLUSION

tfect

This chapter began with the intention of investigating whether apparent

differences between the rates of return to women and then for work experience

were an artifact of the way work experience is measured. .0n-the way to our

conclusions we have watched our initial premise disintegrate. We,started
4 ,

with the acceptance Of human capital theory, the,yery widespread and con-

ventional interpretation'of individual wage differences as the,result of

individual skill differences. We thought that there might be a good chance
1

9

that labor markets do not operate in an extremely discriminatopr fashion

with regards to returns to experien,de but that the usual indicator of

work expdrience, A-S-6, simply over-estimated the work experience of

women and under-estimated the work experience of.men, thus showing that

women's work experience is apparently discriminated against. We expected

.4
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f
,to.tind some dis'ounting of the .i,bric.exiip!rience of women with our measure

of murk experience interpolated Irum longitudinal. data, but less than that

shown by the A-S-6 estimator of experience. We expected to show that men,

on, the average, work inn jobs with more' complex tasks than women, generating

more Val6able experience, and accounting foKthe gap,between the genders

in, eturns tq experience. Instead we find there Is an enormous pOsitive

.

effect of age, net of work experience, on the wages of young men that does
,

not'exist for young women. This ettedt accounts for all men's tendency to
, ,

- 7
earn'more than women by the hour left unexplaineby the other variables

of the baseline model, equation #1. It appears that there is a covert'

Nenko system in the U.S. It is the pattern of men's earniiiemore as they

age because of'their age which produced, the large apparent gender-experience

interact ion on Wages, when A-S-6 was'used as th'e measure of work experience.

A-S-6does not permit the, separation of age from experienceefteets: The
.

tendency of young men to receive more money with age because of age is not
. .

a deductioilefrom human capital theory and 'suggests the irrelevance of
.

i.

human capital theory to the realiEy of wage determination. We have further

shown that individual variations in on-the-job learning, aswe measure it,

bear no relationship to individual variations in wages. We began by accepting

human capital theory as a truism; we end by rejecting its relevance.

There is no labor market for individual differences on-the-job learned

div
skills.

It has been found that work experience pays and apparently pays at about

the same rate 'whether it is estimated by interpolation from longitudinal

data or by the A-S-§ formula.' It is not on-the-job learning which accounts

1 CI 7

.c

1.
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1W0
...

. ,
for .this effect since the ,effeLt does not vary much icross work' experience

.1
...---, ,

,,
at ditferent.levefS of task complexity.and InWrtunities to learWskills. ,, .

, .--
It nay Be that a person's length of work experiende'is a proky fox' job ..q

'learned skills lind that there i8 a market for differences'b in this. proxy
,

rather than in, the skills the,proxy is sup.posed to reprpsent. Or we"-Could.

PA Y. .
*

be simply measuring afe.advantages . of enibri.ty, whether formalized in a. .
. . . .

it

contract or the result of simply haviRg.more time to worm one's way into a

better deal. Explaining why, wages, incxease with the lengthoelime a person

has worked but why they are unrelated toopportunities to learn skills on

n'
the job is beyond the scope of this paper. We can only. say that 'the effect

on wages of work experience, measured as length of'time worked and net of .

age, operdtes inalmot the same way for women and men. We _have found that, _

though crude, the A-S-6 fariaula yields approximately accurate estimates of A,

returns to work experience. A-S-6 should not, however, be used to Cstimate
.1 0

gender differential returns to work experience since it confounds the gender-

experience int.vection with the large'gender-age interaction.
,r

J
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Table 1. Dibtribution of Observations Entering Analysis by Wave of Studya
Raw Frequencies

14'66

1967

1968

1969

1970

1911

Women Men -Total

0

0'

276 276

516 516

147 _756

279 919

903

1,198

422 1,005 1,427
4

587 1,323 1,905

1972 719 f 0___-

'1973 837 0
" oo

.1* 4

. --------
_ .- 0

1975C 1,120 ' 2,385

.,-
-----

TOTAL. 4,106 7,180

719

837

3,505

11,286

Observations are on young women, aged 24.'.to :31, and meo, aged to 33,

at -ar least 30 hours a Week, and who are sipt nits g data on a vari-

able involved in the analysis. Since so ividuals we're observed in

more than one'wave, the number. of individuals studied is'_smaller than the

number of observat a These observations are on 1,780 young women and

Source: National Longitudinal Surveys of Labor Market Experience, bohoxt.s

4 ''of young Men and Women (Center for Human' Resource Research, 1976); r4
+.

VC'
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Table, 2, Least Squares 'Regressions (Dependent variable is the natural logarithm of hou'rly wage in-current job in
1975 dollarsa; N= 4,670b)

Baseline Modelwith
Interpolated Experi-
ence (fdll-timeequiva-
-lent months) c

-unstandard-
ized

standard-

ized

BaSeline Model with

Interpolated Experi- . A-S-6c (in years)'
ence and Its Inter-
action with Gender

Baseline Model with

=standard- standard
ized ized

=standard-
ized

Baseline Model with
A-S-6 and ies'Inter-
action with Gender

standard- =standard- standard-!"'
lized 'ized ized

Highest .Grade
t

Completed .d5564* .3091.6* .05621* .31230* .07267* .403745* .07458* .41437*.
On-the-Job .0610$* %0682* .05999* .07012t .06234* .06718*

:training (1=some

training,0=none)

:06465* :06507*

. aAge.(in years) .01275* .01236* ?05124 .

1.4Color (1=black,
0=other)- -...14529* -.097,,?8* -.14398* -.09641* -.1.4821* -.09924* -.14625* -.09793*

Gender (1=female,
() =male)

. -..32239* -.34101** % -.27080* -.28645*

_

-.36741* -.38864'* -.12500* -.13229*
Parental Social

Classd .00044 .02301. .00045N .02352, .00043 .02265 .00042 .02203
Experience .00326* .29150* .00321* .286904 .04367.* .28749* .0292:3*' .19243*
Experience

Squared -.000011* -.19628* -.000013* -.23439* -.00138** %,.13550* -.00196* -:19305*
InteraClion
between Gender

and Experience, -.00069t -.08445*. 03739* -.33113*
Constant -.02969 -.01428 .007/6 .10344

.30820 .31624 . .29969 .31427 0

11!
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Table 2 continued

Observations are ion young women aged 24. to 31 and young men aged 24 to 33,
working at least 30 hours d week., and who are not, missing data on a variable
involved in the analysis. Weeks worked per year and hoursper week are inter-

.
0poated if information is missing (cl. Angie, 1979). Dollar values are'

adjusted to 1975 price levels with the implicit price deflators fpr "personal
consumption expenditures trom the Ec..unomie-Report of the President (President
of the United State's, 1977:B -3). fltrIents marked by an asterisk are
statistically sign Pfc. al the .05' level according to air F-Lost.

b Al 1 observatiyAns are weighted by 'the reciprooal of the number of observation's
on an indiVidual appearing in the sample, making the effective 'N the number
of cases rathe-r than the number of observations in the analysis. Observations'
are also weighted by the inverse of the probability of an individual',8 beifigr
sampled, i.e., over- sampled strata are constrarued to be prpportionately a
smaller fraction of cases entering an analysis and vice versa for under-sampled
cases. The formula Used to compute.Ehe weight associated with any observation is:

J
[rlij ) (4) EE E ij /3)] ,[(6.1)

1.=
F.

where,

W = sample weight of person i, appear,ing on the j th observa-
tion on person i;

N total number of peoplein the analySis;
= total^ numbe'r A observations in different waves on person i.

This weightingocedure permits the use of statistics developed for simple random
sampling at a single point in time, while using all available information _in a
longiitudinal data set.

Coefficients of regression equations tare estimated Kith t1e Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences (S.P.S.S.) (Nie et al., 1975) so the weights
are usable by S.P.S.S. The equivalent algebraic transformation of the regression
equations would be to multiply each equaeion though by the square root of the
weight and thcm estimate the coefficients with ordinary least squares.

V g

cVork experience before age 14 is defined. as zero. Interpolated work experience
incorporates an A-S-6 estimatep.of work experience as of the first wave of the
N.L.S. survey.

d

.1411Ilt

Prestige of father's ocoupatAon or head of household's occupation when respon-
dent was 14 years of Loge was measured by .the Duncan Socio-economic Index (Duncan,

1961).
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'Table 3. Lea-ualres Rcgres'sions (Dependent variable is the natural logarithmaW,

of hiiiiiily'Wages in cnerent'job in 1975 dollarsa; N=.4,670b)

Baseline Moderwith Intel-
'polated Experience and Inter-
act ion between Ag.e and Gender

Baseline Model with Inter-
polated Experience and Inter-
action between Age and Gender
as well as Interaction between
Experience and Gender

pilstandardized Standardized Unstandardized Standardized

Highest' Grade

Completed .05335* -.29644* .05338* .29660*

On -the -Job

Training (1=some
0='none) .06146* .06623* .06142* .06619*

Age (in years) -.00707 -.02929 -.00699 -.02896

Color (1=black,
0=other) -.14524*

A

-.09775* -.14520*. -.09722*

Gender (1=female,
0=male) .48227* .51014* .48019*. .50794*

Parental Social
Classd .00045, .02364 .00045 .02365

Experience .00340* .30386* .00340* .30365*

Experience
Squared -.000012* -.22667* -.000012* 7.22777*

Interaction
between Gender and
Experience ' ' -.00002 -.00276

Interaction 111

between Gender and Age -.03157* .87632* -.03142* -.87222*

Constant

R2

See footnotes of Table 2.

0.

.50321*

.31146

.50121*

..31146

l' 3
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Table

c
-

4
Least Squares Regressionv.ependent va?lable is
1975dollarsa; N=4,670b) '

the natural, logarithm of hourly wage in current job in

Interpolated Experience Divide'dinto Lengths of Time
of Maximum Task Complexity with:

Worked at Particular Levels

People

Unstandardized Standardized

Data

Unstandardized Standardized

Things

Unstandardized Standardized

Highest Grade,
Completed .065874

On- ?the-Jo'

14.0ks.ttb (i-some

training,-0=alone) .06381*

,Age (in years) .02444*

Color (1=black,
0=othe4 . -.16207*

Gender (1-female,

2=male) -.30579*

Paiental Social

Classd ,p0080

Level of Complexity'
oftWork Experience (full-

;

,time equivalent months)

level unknown: _00350*

I (low) . .90344*

-2 .00341;

(high) .00069

Experience

Squared -.000013*

,f

.37686*

.06861*

.11518*

-.14708*

-.31635*

.04015

.26456*

.26727*

.19218*

.02275

:-.36533*

.04961*_.

.05037*

.01107*

-.1?-494*

-.33847*'

.00023

.00326*

00171*

-00358*

.0040*

-::000010* t

.27567*

.05429*

.04585*

-.08366*

-.35803*

.01216

.19889*

.10133*

.21446*

.2Z015*

-.19185*

.05778*

.05611*'

.02264*

-.15798*

1.30306*

.00085

.00343*
Qi

.O0318*

.00289*

.0048*

-.600013*

.33715*

.06033*

.10,670*

-,14337*

-.31353*

.04262
40

.25913*

.20835*

.19129*

.21823*

-.30812*

Constant -.41420*

.34714

.10265

.3184,0

-.27925*

.34614

See Footnotes of Table 2;
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. 0 CHAPTER 6: 0

''THE- LOOSE CONNECTION, BETWEEN LEARNING AND EARNINGS
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In June, 1977 the National Institute of Educlation (NIE) entobuta

request for. research proposals on, among,other topics, how vocational

4

1U7

guidance counseling -could be improved,by taking into a:C.Crit the fact that
.r

k ,4.

most peuple, wchange jobs during their working livesNational Institute of
.. -.. :

Eddcation,'1977). Traditional vocational guidance Lounseling,attemptsto

,pidentify what single type of work young people may be interested in, iAnor-
,,

.

ing the possibility that many young'people will likely Hold
a

a variety of

jobs (luring their working lives. It seemed to in that Bart of this ist,ile
-

.
...

was the questibn of whether learnin-
b

on the job, like learninvin school,

had an-impact on the nature of a perw.m's later occupation,in particular,
4 .

. .

. . .

lo on his or her earnings. 11 such were .Jlte case, then a prudent yocatiunal,
,

\

.guidance: scounselor might want to adviSe a tudent'to consider the value
4. .

, . .

of occupational experience,along with curint pay .$n choosing an occupation.

1it would'be advice tokeep on investing in skill acquisition even beyond

graduation from school. Wtiireas it was conventional to view the impact of

skill acquisition on a persoA's work to occur once, after initial gradua-,,

tion from full-time formal education, .this project's research proposal,.P
%

viewed the impact of.skill acquisition as an on going processc Instead of

atteMiag to advise vocational. guidance counselors. on what skills were

needed for particular advantageous occupational seqdenCesZ ones leading

upward in terms of.pay; prestige, and interest, a task which becomes lds'S

feasible the more finely one specifies occupations {because the number of

0
sequences increases geometrically), this project proposed to help advise

vocational.guidance counselors pn what occupations themselves.offered

oppbrtunities for learning which would have a valuable pay-off later.
a

117 4,
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discuss

thd well-knpw.n tendency o

.
s

more quickly with work expe-ri

41" °..

I., IC% .
Yi.17, .,.,

k
<

cnomditpq....of the experience-p.rnings curve,
.. ...4.4,,A* 'IA"

.

-A "
tter -educated

.

people,to rise

108

(Mincer, 1974).'

' .

-IleerVatopise of less,well-educated
'1,

C

.t .
.

The prupos:11 hyp6vhe4w1kiip. thiS phenomenon-
%

e to

people

fe.- ''

.. . -

better-educated people- managing to 1..r.Xobs. Itiftwhich°,there is m
,..q,

- d ,. .7.N..i'-'
t, ft -A 1. v.

increase in theiV dings is a market response to the
. . .

"<thlr': w
skiils they acquirtLAyiiiii,e-- iniobq°with more to learn. The purpose of

learn and'that the
.

the research was to lay the basis of a computer simulation of young people's

entry into the U.S. labor force, a sem6dation which could be used to

from among likely alternative entry u6;upationS, the ones in which a young

identify,

person,yould'acquirethe m9st valuable.experience,.the kind of experience

0,
which,wouid. lead 'to increased earnings in the future. Lssentially this

simulation would give a youhg person an estimate, of the value othe experi-
-

ence he or she would be

be entering. This

ance counselors.

type model.,

acqukr14 in different occupations'he wouldor she

simulation wuula be a valuable tool for vocations).

This project only envisioned the development of a,

C4

Two essential research questions had to be addressed in order.to develop

this simulation. 'First, it had to be foCind out what-there is in formal

d-

roto-

education which affects occupational achievement, .that is, occupational

prestige and earnings. Secondly, it had to be found out whether oi7Che-job

learning affects later job characteristic's. Answering both these questions
'

entailed solving methodological problems: A way had to be deyised to use

:. s .,all available information in longitudinal survey, and a.method
?

of measuring

. I.:4

-*on-the-job learning also,had to be devised.. These-problems were successfully

dealt with. Thelr solutions are described in the !fbregoing chapters.
,

. ,

.

1
.

11$

. .
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Chapter 2_showed for_ young adults that as' tar as it' was possible-to

measure, the principal part of a,pJrson's educaElon which affects his or
.

her later occupational achievement is primalily the inimher ofyears of

schOolingla person completes. The subjects a person studies are a distant

second in their influetice on occupational achievement. It is remarkable

given the enormous diver.skty in what people ltarn in school and how well

they learn it that such a simple measure of a person's education should'

explain so much of the -impact of education on a pe'rson's occupatio/nal

<\
earnings and prestige. Chapter 3exa mined the issue of the imOct of sub-

,

ject area ot study on earnings-further. It raised the possibility that,

among college-educated people, it might.be the decision to major inlone

field rather than another which explains the,gap between the earningslof

college-educated women and men, presently employed. It
fq

is not. The decision

to major in one field or another does explain some of the qarnings gap but':

*

not much. It appears that people coming out of schools are like canned

goods as tar as-the*Yeaction of the -labor market to them is conaerned.

Their educatibnal credentials are their labels.' Those with the same creden-
.

tials may have all kinds of differences in their knowledge but these dif-

ferences are inaCcessi6le. Their identity in the labor market is their label.

Their individual differences in knowledge do not affect their earnings much.

Chapter 4 introduced the' technique of inferring therlength of time a

person has worked from whether he/she is working 'during the interviews of a

,longitudinal survey. This technique is the-solutiton,to,a methodological '
.

. -.

'problem crucial to. this project. This innovation is applied in Chapter 5,

.ah examination of returns to work experience and on-the-job learning and
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the question of why the earn'ings_ut young men teed to apparently rise more
w.

quickly than those of young women with experience. Chapter 5 .stiows that

both young women and men are paid more as they accumulate work experi-

f
ence, the total length of time they have worked, albeit with women deriving

somewhat less advantagem experience than men. Chapter 5 finds, that

large gap opens betweenthe wages of womeii and men as time goes on but

not because the experience of women is discbunted, as has been supppsed.

Men are paid more as they age because of age, not-experience, which is

controlled for; women are 'not. This effect explains all the difference

b'etween young women's and men'swages on the,average.among young 'adults.

Chapter 5 inpeoduces a measure of on-the-job learning distinct from

work experience, the conventional indicator to date. The new indicator

.

is simply an extension of the logic of the old one, hich ,was that the

longer a person worked the more they learned. The new indicator assumes

a
that working in a more complex jub_results in more learning than working

,-in a less coplox job. Chapter 5 shows that there
AO'
is no stetiefiAily

."' 4i. .

significant differeoce between the average rate of increase pay y with

experience and the rate of increase of pay with'experience,with complex or.

simple tasks. Individual variations in on-the-job learning are not respp ded

to by the labor market. However, average rates of learning, reKeeented

by simply the lengtitAof time a person has worked, may be responded to by the
.

labor market. Perhaps, the increase in wages with experience is simply

due to the effect of seniority whether farmaliied in a contract or simply the

informal accumulation of power at/the work place, or some other mechanism

which accounts for.OeoPleisAWages increasing with experience. The issue

cannot be settled with the data at hand.

120



Since onthejob learning has no effect on earnings independent of

simply the length of time a young person has worked, there i (s no need for

individualized simulations of,yoAung people's entry into the labor force.

The advice is the same for all With a given level ofeducation, facing

entry into the labor force:' start.workearly in as highly paid an occupa
, .

sign as possible -and work cbntinuously in it.
,

There is no need io consider
. ,

the hetire value ,of experience indepenaently of current wages. However, ft is., "
Clear that to the extent some career lines deviate from the average increase

'pin wages with eperience, it is a facet of the career line itself, not of r.

the skills of the,indivIduals in that career line.' The, task facing a young'
.

person then is to tin& enfty jubs which lead
;o,'better,paid positions, not

because of learninCacquired in the entry job, but because that career line,

and its increasing wagesare part qt the social structure of the labor force.

A young person should keep in mind that the connection-, between learning and

earnings is a,loose one..

111.
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